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Mrican-Atnerican
decline bewilders
college officials
Financial burden
one of many factors,
says officials, faculty
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor
When Jere my Shine was graduating from Kenwood High
School, in Hyde Park, he decided
the urban campus of Columbia
would offer him the best o pportunity to study photography, while
le arning about other races. He
was shocked to get to Columbia
and find out that he was one of
the only African-American students in most of his classes.
"When I came here, just
because it was in C hicago, [I
thought] that coming to Columbia
there would be a lot of AfricanAmerican students," Shine said.
Columbia prides itself on its
diversity, but that di versity has
steadily been s lipping away. The
most significant sign of this has
been in the sha re of stude nt s
who are African-Ame rican,
which has decl ined 6 percentage
points since 1998.
ln fact, the enrollment of all
minority students has been declining over the past decade. Since
1996, undergraduate minority
enrollment has declined from 39
percent to 27 percent.
Only 14 percent of students
are African-American, as of fall
2005. The four-year graduation
rates are lowest among b lack
students, with an average of 9
percent.
With the median total fami ly
income of black students at
Columbia at $30,000, the financ ial burden of a n ever-ris ing
tuit ion is a large contributor to

thi s problem, according to college o ffi c ials and faculty. The
median famil y income of white
s tudents is nearly $80,000,
according to Columbia re ports.
" It 's a sobering reminder of
the economic realities of
America," said Mark Kelly, vice
president of Studen t Affairs ,
who is white.
The cost of a Columbia education is not the only reason
African-American stude nt enrollment is dropping, according to
college administrators and fac ulty. Support ins ide and outside of
the classroom also plays a role.
Black students are feeling under
represented and misunde rstood in
the classroom, and the decreasing
number of minority faculty is part
of this proble m. according to faculty and students. Administrators
admit that they do not know the
cause of the decline, which is
making it difficult to fully
address the problem.
" They fee l that their particu lar
concerns, their issues, the s ubjects that they would want to talk
about in their art are not really
subj ects that the majority of their
professors and their classmates
really s upport or va lue," said
Stephanie Shonekan, assista nt
director of Cultural Studies, who
is African-American .
In her two and a half years of
teaching at Columbi a, Shonekan
sai d she has come into contact
with many black students who
have left or considered leaving
before graduating. The ir mai n
concern, which crosses departmental borders, was that thei r
work was not being unde rs tood
or valued in the classroom .
See Decline, Page 9

Performer Psalm One raps for Columbia students at the HotHouse , 31 E . Balbo Ave ., on Feb 23.
The artists collaborated with the Liberal Education Department to celebrate women in hip-hop .

Hip-hop at the HotHouse
By Allison Riggio
Staff Writer
Female ra ppers challenged
issues o f women in mainstream
culture at the " Women in Hip Ho p"
event held by the Black World
Studies program and the Institute
fo r the Study of Wome n and

Columbia applications on the rise
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor
Columbia's enrollment has
increased over the past fe w years,
and new application data shows
that the tre nd should continue in
the fall.

The Office of Institutional
Researc h trac ks how many applications for the following fall
semes ter are received, and as of
Feb. 20, Columbia showed large
increases in a lmost every a rea
from this time last year.
Total applications arc up from

2,4 10 to 3,41 6, showing a 42 percent inc rease.
"All institutio ns are seeing a
huge increase in the number of
applications they' re receiving,"
said Elizabeth Si lk , director of
In stitutional Research. "Our
See Applications, Page 13

Josh co..rrublas!The Chronicle

Gender in the Arts and Media.
Pe rformances by female rappers Psalm One and Ang 13 were
followed by a discussion with the
artists at the HotHouse, 3 1 E.
Ba lbo Ave., on Feb. 23.
" We really wanted to focus in on
women with this because tha t's an
area that's very hot," said

Stephanie Shonekan, assistant
director of Cultura l Studies.
"What's going on with women in
hip-hop? Who bener to talk about it
than the a rtists themselves?
Academic heads can talk and talk
and talk, but the artists themselves
See Hip-hop, Page 13

Dean of Liberal Arts, Sciences
to leave college at end of spring
By Amanda Maurer
Assistant Campus News Editor

curriculum. said Kapelkc in an

interview.

Kapclke said that JohnsonC hery l Johnson-Od in. dean of Odim ·s "contributions were very
the School of Liberal Arts and significant."
Sc ien ce. plans to resign her
Johnson-Odin not only had
position dTectivc June 30.
"wondcrlitl qualities:· but also
She is kaving Columbia to brought "a deep sense.: of pmtCsbecome the prO\ ost and vice sional commitment" to her work.
president
for
according to the
Academ ic Aflltirs
press release.
"She's
been
em
at
Dominican
··sh~·s been an
absolutely
wom/erjitl
U ni ve rsi ty
in
absolutely wonderadvocate for students tit! advocate for
Ri ver Forest. Il l.
Johnson -Odin
am/ faculty. "
students and !acuity," Kapelke said.
worked as the
- Steve Kapelke,
dean of the school
Pagano.
Neil
provost and vice presifor the past fi ve
associate dean of
d e nt of Academic Affairs the
years.
School
of
She a lso valLiberal Arts and
ued the importance of students Science, said that the inte rim dean
and learning, and w orke d to has not yet been chosen.
s upport he r fac ulty and s tafT,
Columbia plans to begin a
a ccording to a press re lease searc h to fill the position in
from S teve Kapelke, provost September. An interim dean will
and vice preside nt of Academic nm the School of Liberal Arts and
Affairs.
Science during the 2006-2007 acaJohnson-Odim 's work with fac- demic year, according to the press
ulty he lped create a lasting core release.
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Academy of snores
needs new twist
By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief
et's be honest: 1be
Academy Awards are a
joke.
Like other awards shows-the
Grammys, the MTV Video Music
Awards, etc.- the Oscars in no
way are a gauge of artistic merit.
Rarely do critics' lists of the
year's best films coincide with the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences' choices. And for
that matter, no two critics' lists are
identical.
So maybe it's time the
Academy Awards undergo a transformation. Instead of trying to
bestow such prestigious honors as
best actor and best director, the
academy should recognize simpler
achievements in moviemaking.
Also, since viewers frequently
disagree with the academy's
selections and likely have not
seen every nominated film,
Oscars should be given for past
films that people have had the
opportunity to become familiar
with through the wonders of
videotapes and DVDs.
I've taken the opportunity to
come up with several Oscar categories that could certainly add
some excitement to an o therwi se
dull and predictabl e awards ceremony. There's no need to thank
me, all you academy members.
! 'm just doing this for the good
of the show.
Oops! We really blew that
one: Frequently, the academy
passes up a chance to honor a truly
groundbreakmg film, sktlled dtrection. well-wntten screenplay or
any other sigmficant accomplishment. Cntics and the pubhc have a
field day with these upsets, which
become the oft-ctted examples of
how the academy is clueless about
contemporary filmmakmg.
Typically, the academy gives an

L

award to a director, actor, etc., for
a lesser achievement years later to
make up for such mistakes. But it
should really just own up to its
bad judgment and give an award
that says what it means. Recipients
could include Martin Scorcese,
who has never received an Oscar
for best director out of five welldeserved nominations, or Robert
Altman, another director who
can't seem to catch a break after
six nominations.
Best nude scene: The promise
of nudity in a film can often be
the factor that convinces a person
to see a film in the first place.
C'mon: How many guys saw
Mulholland Drive and were clueless about the plot but felt the
steamy action between Naomi
Watts and Laura Elena Harring
alone was worth the price of
admission? For actors, getting
naked in front of a camera knowing millions of moviegoers will be
commenting on their birthday suit
must make for some self-conscious moments. The academy
should be recogni zing such personal triumphs as great art.
Heather Graham 's roller skateso nly scene in Boogie Nights
deserved acknowledgment, and
I'm sure Ewan McGreggor could
have walked away with a couple
of these awards for candid scenes
in Trainspotting and Velvet
GoldJ(line.
Best quote: Conversations
between fnends arc always more
mterestmg when they tum mto a
raptd exchange of movte quotes.
It 's these types of casual quotmg
sesstons that can ele\ ate even the
most med10cre mov1c to class1c

status. Beller off Dead. the 1985
John Cusack screwball comedy,
wouldn't be nearly as memorable
without lines like, "Gee, Ricky .

sony your mom blew up," or
" I've gone to this high school for
seven and a half years--I'm no
dummy." Plus, if the academy had
given this award in the past,
Woody Allen would definitely
have more gold statues than he'd
know what to do with.
The academy takes pity on
you as an artist: Sometimes it's
a miracle that certain movies
actually make it into theaters.
You know, the ones that are so
god-awful that moviegoers feel
sony for the people who made
them? It almost takes a certain
kind of talent to make a film that
shows a complete lack of knowledge of how to devise a cohesive
story, cast actors in parts o r write
intelligent dialogue. Empire
Records comes to mind, as do
Howard the Duck and Zoo/onder .
The directors, producers, screenwriters and all other crew members for such films should receive
a big hand fo r making their film
school professors feel like they
failed.
Biggest hype: This category
could often overlap w ith best
picture. Some movies, no matte r
how good they are, receive so
much media attention that I end
up hating them. Last year Ray
was one of those films- an
above average biopic that was
not only hailed as a near-masterpiece. but also turned every
pe rson in America into a Ray
Charles fan . This year, I dido 't
even bother wtth Walk tlte Line.
for stmilar reasons . And while
I' ve heard so much praise for
Bmkehack Mountain. I mtght
have to watt to see thts supposed landmark film until people stop gushing.

- j danna@colum.ec/u
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Announcelllents
Fat Tuesday Celebration
Celebrate the flavor of Louisiana at "Fat Tuesday: A
Taste of New Orleans," where students can sample
spicy cuisine. The event will be held on Feb. 28 from
5 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash
Ave. For more information call the Office of African
American Student Affairs at (3 12) 344-7569.

Technophobia! Presentation
Join Columbia professor and filmmaker Dan
Dinello for when he discusses his book,
Tecl111ophobia! Science Fiction Versions of
Postlt uman Technology, at the HotHouse, 3 1 E. Balbo
Ave. Students can also purchase the book and have it
signed during the presentation that lasts from 6 p.m.
to 8:30 p .m. on March 2. For more information call
(3 I 2) 344-7383.

SHOW OFF Portfolio Review
Columbia alumnus Jon Krusell of Red Eye Studio
will be at the Portfolio Center, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
Suite 307. to review various types of animation.
Students can come to this workshop on Feb. 28 from
10 a.m . to noon. For more information call the
Portfolio Center at (3 12) 344-7280.

Bake Sale
The Social and Philanthropy Society is hosting a
bake sale fundrai ser from Feb. 27 to March 3.
Students cun buy goodies at the HUT, 623 S. Wabash
Ave.. from 8 a.m . to 5 p.m . For more information call
Casandra McCoure/1 at ( 3 12) 528-0242.

Corrections
In u Feb. 13 11rtich: about Columbia's real estntc holdings. Thr
hronicle reported thnt the Center for Blnck Music Research rents
two upurtments m the U.S. Virgin Islands. The college nctuully =ts
o ne apartment for Rockefclh:r Fellows in the U.S. Virgin Islands. and
one in hicago.

desl~: n

In 11 Feh. 20 photo caption 11 security camcm wns identified ll.'
being at 3J E. Congress Pnrkwuy. but it was nt 2-1 E. Congrts.'
Parkway.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
"/'eople wit/tout cr/mlllal rl't'tml.v .fltmtltllw
1'1/Jllhle fi" j/rt•urm Jll'rml/11 jilf prtJ/t•ctltm 111
lite d ty. "

"N11 t'ttr.v It ovttttltllll•lp tltt• t•tn•lrmlltt<•ttt."
MunlkM l'11wl11k, llrMchcMh' slltth•nt,
llllfltllllrMIIhy

If you hnvc an up ·oming ' cnt or
nnmnmccmcnt . cull The hi'Oni I ,•s n·ws
desk nl (3 12) 344-8964 or ·-muil
~.: h roni ·I •(a)colum.cdu.
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Supreme Court
refusal a blow to
college journalism
Justices refuse to hear
case on student paper
censorship
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor

going to have the long-tenn effect
that people suggest it might.
" I hope that this becomes sort of
an odd footnote in the question of
college media rights," he said.
Killam added that he doesn 't
be lie ve the decision wi ll lead
toward more censorship, since
ma ny college newspapers are on
good tenns with their respective
administrations.

The Supreme Court declined a
chance to rule on a First
Amendment rights case concerning
student publications, giving colleges and universities more power
"f\1..-"st administrators, at least in
to censor their n~wspapers
this a!ea, have been pretty good
Justices declined to hear an about this and not said, 'This
appeal on the subject of censorship opens the door and we're going to
in college-fun ded newspapers. censor
you,"'
he
said.
T hree fanner student joW1lalists "Occasionally you get these rogue
from Governors State Uni versity's administrators that might try this
Innovator sued the school in 200 I sort of thing. I'm just trying to
after administrators censored the remain optimistic that if som epaper. By rejecting the appeal, the th ing like this doe s come up again
S upreme Court let stand a lower that coole r heads w ill prevail."
court 's ruling that found in favor of
M ark G oodman, executive
administrators at the south subur- director of the Student Press Law
ban university.
Center, a group that provides legal
In the wake of the dec is ion, jour- assistance for high school and colnalists are conlege j o urna lis ts,
cerned over possaid the best way
"I
hope
that
this
sible
negative
to avoid po tentia l
becomes sort of an odd probl e m s
effects on student-run publica- footn ote in the question
between newspatio ns.
of college m edia
pers and adminis" I don't think
rights."
trations is to
there is ever any
reach an agreeexcuse for cenment before any
- Jim Killam ,
sorship,"
said
c onflict arises.
faculty adviser for the
Jim Killam, a
"The key fo r
Northern St a r, NIU
fac ulty adviser
any school is to
for the Northern
get their college
Star, the newspaper at Northern admin istration to go on record now
lll inois University. " It's always stating the school's news organizaw rong, and it a lw ays will be tions are editorially indepe ndent
wrong."
and student editors make a ll conKillam is the fanner president of tent decisions," he said.
the
lllinois
College
Press
A school can g ive its publicaAssociation. He held the position tions a public forum designation,
w hen the conflict first began.
increasing the student joW11a lists'
Although K illam thinks the dec i- rights, Goodman said.
sio n could have a negative affect
"Now is the time for students to
on college journalism , he belie ves go to a school a nd demand that,"
that the situation was not as simple he said . " If [the school] is unw illas First Amendment rights, since ing to ado pt such a policy, I think
the students were seeking mone- students need to expose the
tary damages. l ie said he be lieves
See Innovator, Page 12
the Supreme Court decision is not

Jeff Campbell, a recent Columbia graduate, researches information for an Andy Warhol exhibit that
wi ll open at the Museum of Contemporary Art, 220 E. Chicago Ave., in March.

Columbia grad interns on
Andy Warhol's 'Supernova'
By Allison Riggio
Staff Writer
Jeff
Campbe ll ,
a
2005
Columbia g raduate, is curre ntly
in his second semeste r as a c uratoria l inte rn at the Museum of
Contempo ra ry Art. H e is wo rking o n a n exhibit featuring the
work
of
re now ne d
A ndy
Wa rho l.
Set to open March 18, the exhibit, "Andy Warhoi/Supemova: Stars,
Deaths, and Disasters, 1962- 1964,"
showcases the a rtist's silkscreen
work depicting famous images of
people and events.
Though he o nly works o ne day
a week a t the m useum, Cam p be ll
has a lready been exposed to a
w ealth o f Wa rhol's work in preparation fo r the o pen ing .
" Working o n th is exhibit of
someone who is so huge--it 's really exc iting," Campbell said. " It's
really fun , and every time I see the
Warhol p&intings I can 't believe
that I' m ac tua lly helping put a
sho w together involving these."
According to the intern su per-

Columbia celebrates Mardi Gras

visor for the c uratorial depa rtmen t, T ri c ia Van Ec k , Campbell
been
wo rkin g
on
a
has
to
PowerPoin t prese nta ti o n
accompan y lectures she w ill be
giving on the exh ib it.
" I've also been researching to
find info nnation and [to] help write
drafts for texts that will go o n the
gallery walls explai ning w h y
Wa rhol w as so revolutionary,"
Campbell said. " (It would describe]
the cultural and political climate
around Warhol while he was creating (this] celebrities and d isasters
series."
Van Eck said that aside from
administrative tasks, she tries to
focus Campbell 's projects around
some of his strongest points.
" He's a really great w rite r,"
Va n Ec k said. " We try to em p loy
that skill as m uc h as poss ib le . He
can be g iven a task a nd q ui ckly
turn it around in a really e fficient, ti me ly, we ll-rounded type
of response."
Ca mpbe ll has a b ache lo r 's
degree in art history, making him
o ne o f the first s tudents a t

Assistant Campus News Ed itor

Col umbia's
administrators
hope that a series of newly c reated in forma tiona l sessions will
help make a better work ing en vironment for staff and firculty.
T he sessions , known collecti vely as the Staff Developmen r
Series
and
Mana~cment
Leadership Series, consis t of
fi ve
work s hops
ckvelop cd
speci lically for c hairs, de partment heads and supervisors .
Another three are open to all of
Columbia's faculty and s taff.
The sessions are led by vari ous

James Kinser, Columbia's alumni relations coordinator, poses in his mask at Columbia's Feb.
23 Mardi Gras celebration in the 11 04 Center, 1104. S. Michigan Ave. Students and faculty
alike came out to celebrate, sporting a variety of festive masks.

See Warhol , Page 6

Sessions aid in informing
Columbia's faculty, staff
By Amanda Maurer

Erin Mash/The Chronicle

Columbia to graduate under the
newly c reated major. T hough
Cam pbell sai d he concentrated
on non-Western art, he still
expresses interest in a rtists such
as Warhol.
"I think that Jeff is very qualified
for what he's doing with [the
internship]," said Greg Foster-Rice,
faculty member in the Photography
Department and Campbell's fanner
professor. "He had a great deal of
interest in contemporary an."
According to Kate Ezra, faculty
member in the An and Design
Department and coordinator of Art
H istcry, Campbell took a variety of
courses covering many artistic genres w hile working toward his
degree. Since the an history major
was so new during Campbell's
time at Columbia, he took 'many
of w hat would eventually be his
required courses before the major
was officially developed.
" I think Jeff's exposure to different fields of art history at Columbia
g ives h im a good background

trainers,

most

from

Colum bia.
Some
in volve
PowerPoint prese ntations. while
ot he rs inc lude de mo nstrations.
They began Feb. I and run
through June. They are held at

locat ions on campus during the
day.
Stephanie Griffin. session
trainer and assistant vice prt:sident of Human Rt:sources. 1s one
of the driving forces behind the

series.
Whik 1nany departments conduct their own informational
workshops. this is the first time
that employees can take advantage of the sc hool-wide sessions.
"When I was hired in March
2004. we were looking at [staff
development J to meet the profi!ssimlal and pcrsl>nal nc..•cds of
staff." Ciri llin said .
In add 1t1Ull to (iri tTin's work.
Co lumb ia presrdent Warne~ L.
Cartcr create d a presidc..·nt 's
advisory com min cc to discover
how else Colum bia could help
cmployccs.

See Sessions, Page 12
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Legal Issues?
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Producing, Exhibiting,
and Making Media
a panel discussion featuring:
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Filmmaker and founder, Juneteenth Productions

CEO and co-founder, Odd Lot Entertainment

Executive Vice President,
Pnxh.lctian at Participant Pnxh.lctians

IXlcumentary

Phone: 3 12.726.281 I
Cell: 3 I 2.494.1969
Email: shepherdlaw@gmail.com
55 West Monroe Street, Suite 3330
Chicago, Illinois 60603

Wednesday March 8 5:30-7:30p.m.
Film Row Cinema, 1104 s. Wabash 8th Floor
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Institute for the Study
of Womenand Gender
in the Arts and Media
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Warhol:

Exhibit showcases
'inspiring' teachers
bring to teaching," said Nicole
Koehler, an educational studies
major. She has an etching on
display tit led " Be Still."
" I have all these resources
now," Koehler said about the
people in the program.
By Seth Stauffer
Staff Writer
She said that if she has to teach a
class about painting, then she can
Some believe that peop le end call up one o f her colleagues for
up teaching a rt because they pointers on how to go about it.
couldn ' t make it as artists . That
Koehler came into the program
is the my th that the educational with teaching experience from
studies program at Columbia is working with junio r high s tutrying to dispel with its exhibit d ents. S he said that art can help
'' In spiring
children
with
Visio ns: Artis ts
expression and
"It's sort of representa- communication.
Who Teach."
tive of who we are
"Art teac he rs
" It 's hard to
and what we will bring say som ethin g
do produce artwork ,"
satd
is d o ne incorto teaching_ "
Anne
Becker.
rectly," Koehler
w ho teaches in
-N icole Koehler,
said about c rithe program.
Educational stud ies major
tiquing s tudent
and artist
She described
work. " I think
it as a "grassthere 's a differroots exhibit." It
ence to d o ing
opened Feb. 6 and runs through the assignment incorrec tl y and
March 3 .
producing something."
" I think the exh ibit represents
People w ho attended the
the program and the s tudents," exhibit had mixed opinions about
Becke r said.
what's on display.
The exhibit is a chance fo r
" I don' t think the name [of the
artis ts w ho will s pend a majori- ex hibit] fits," said Tahani
ty of their time teaching to dis- Hassan, a senio r marke ting
play works o f their own. major. She said liked some o f the
Photography, pa inting , charcoal work but wasn' t sure where the
and mixed media works are all teachin g part came into the
on d isplay.
exhibit.
" It 's sort o f representative of
" I wou ldn ' t show some o f this
who we are and what we will stu ff to kids," Hassan said.

Grad student
interns at new
MCAexhibit

Gallery display
features work
from outside the
classroom

Continued from Page 3

Mike Sendra!The Chronicle
Yunuen Oseguera-Pardo, an AEMM senior, looks over the
'Inspiring Vision' Exhibition in the 33 E . Congress Parkway
building on Feb. 23. The exh ibit shows art works by graduate
students in the Educational Stud ies Department.
Hassan's fri end Sarah Sutton, The piece is covered with pana freshman fine art major, said e ls, like a quilt, that depicts vars he liked the mixed media ious themes. Some of those
themes in the quilt had to d o
pieces.
" I really like the use of differ- with religion .
" It's trying to get people 's
ent materials," Sutton said. Her
favorite is a piece b y Traci attention," Smith said.
One artist, Alexis Spatz, summed
M cNanara ca lled " In the
things up in a short statement she
Meantime."
" I like to see s tuff like this: peo- gave at the reception.
ple being creative," said Richard
"This show is so exciting to
Smith, who is not currently in me because it gives us all the
school but took time with his friend opportunity to put to rest the o ld
Jessica Sykes, a freshman comput- saying 'Those who can ' t d o,
er sciences maj or fro m Olive- teach ' and allows for the new
Harvey College, to walk through saying 'Those who teach, can do,
the exhibit.
too,"' she said.
" To me, this is the kind o f
The exhibit is free and open to
stuff th a t's happen in g in the the public. It runs through March
world ," Sykes s aid. referring to 3 and is located a t the C33
a piece titled "Tomo r row is Gallery in the 33 E. Congress
Ano ther Day" b y Heidi Wirtz. Parkway Building.

CHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
~~~ t>.}.J- ~)C)Y\
, Academ 1c Excelleoce Award (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
Albert we 1sman ScholarShiP (Deadline: January 17 . 2006)
Alumni SchOlarshiP (Deadline: Apnl 14. 2006)
Bob Enrietto Scholarship/Semester 10 L.A. (Deadline : March 15 . 2006)
David Rubin ScholarShiP (Deadline: 'Aorch 15. 2006)

to do Warhol," Ezra said.
"We're really pleased with
everything he did," Van Eck said.
"He took a nice leadership role of
teaching the newer interns how to
work. He's really good to have
and work with."
Campbell hopes to eventually
work as a curator or gallery
owner, but first wants to attend
graduate school. He sees this
internship as a great step in furthering his career.
" I've learned so much, and [the
internship has) been a lot of fun,
too," Campbell said. "It's been a
great experience making really
good contacts with everyone."
With the guidance of his former
Columbia teachers, Campbell
decided to apply for the internship
after graduation.
"I really encouraged him to pursue it," Ezra said. "This is a perfect opportunity for him."
Though he did not get to choose
to work specifically on the Warhol
showcase, Campbell said he definitely expressed an interest in
working with Van Eck on the
curatorial aspects of the exhibit
"He's a very good writer and
he's a very good researcher,"
Fos ter-Rice said. "He's got a very
inquisitive mind. I think that those
are the skills that serve you best in
a curatorial position. That ambition ought to pay off."

\ri <i\;t COLUM.EDU/ SCHOLARSHIPS

Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
Hillary Kal 1sh Schol arship (Deadline: April 3. 2006)
John Murbach Scholarsh•p/ Des•gner-m·Resldence (Deadline: April 14 . 2006)
Pres 1dent's Club Scholarship (Deadline : April 30. 2006)
Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline : March 15. 2006)

Helen Fong Dare Scr.olarship (Deadline: March 2006)

\)q~~s~l---s-~1> s
ART & DESIGN
, Pougialls F1ne Arts Award (Deadline: 1\pnl 2006)
• Preciou s Lashley Fashion ScholarShiP (Deadlme: Spnng 2006)

JOURNALISM
, John Fischetti Scholarship (Deadline : March 10. 2006)
, trv Kupclnet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 1 . 2006)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION

ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAG EMENT

, The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund (Deadline: March 17. 2006)

, The Make 11 Dent ScholarshiP (Deadlme: 1\pn\ 28. 2006)
, Precious Lashley Fash1on Scholarship (Deadline: Spring 2006)
• The Chuck Suber ScholarshiP (Deadline : Decembe r 16. 2005)

MUSIC

ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

PHOTOGRAPHY

, Michael FryLiewiCl ScholarshiP (Deadline: June 1 , 2006)

, Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: April 2006)

DANCE

RADIO

, Forest Foundation ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 31. 2006)

• trv Kupclnet Media Ar t s Scholarship (March 1. 2006)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

TELEVISION

• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship (Deadline: April 14. 2006)

• AI Llro Scholarship (Deadline : March 1 . 2006)
, Thaine Lyman Schol arship (Deadline : March 1, 2006)
, trv Ku pclnet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline : March 1. 2006)

FICTION WRITING
John Schu\17 and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop Scholarship
(Deadline : Spllna 2006)
Sylvia McNolr Trovol Story Schol orslllp (Docdllne: Spring 2006)

, Music Department Scholarship (Deadline: February 15. 2006)

THEATER
Betty Garrett Musical Theater Scholarship Fund (Deadline: April 14, 2006)
David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund (Deadline: April 14. 2006)
Freshman Achievement Award (Deadline: April 14, 2006)
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Nominate a
Great Teacher!
For details visit

Http:/I cte.colum.edu/programs/eta
Deadline for Nominations: Friday, March 10,2006
The Excellence in Teaching Committee is looking for
nominations for the Columbia College Chicago
Excellence in Teaching Awards.
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Award-winning
Chronicle
Photos

Mauricio RubiofThe Chronicle

Earl Hawley (right) and Timothy Gordon spent
time with their two children June Gordon-Hawley,
2, and Charles Go rd on-Hawle y, 1, on a swing set
in Lake Shore Park Feb . 17 .

Erin MashfThe Chronicle

Seeing eye dog Ha nni gets a break from duty and a chance to rela x under
the table f riday afternoon at Gourmand Coffee in the South Loop . Hanni's
owner, Beth Finki , had met Dan McCallean for coffee and conversation .

0

n Feb. 17 and 18 The
Chronicle Photo Staff received
several honors from the Illinois
College Press Association at the organization's annual student newspaper
conference.
Representatives of the Chicago
Tribune's photo department selected
The Chronicle's photographers as
three of the five finalists in the Calumet
Photography Shoot Chicago photo
competition.
Mike Zajakowski, picture editor for
the Chicago Tribune Magazine, gave
all the participating photographers six
hours to interpret the word "chill"
through images. Chronicle photographers Erin Mash, Mauricio Rubio and
Michael Jarecki brought back some of
the most striking images which are displayed below.
Left : C hri s Todaro of Au rora . Il l .. feeds seagulls
cra ckers as a way of relaxing on his lunch break
Feb . 17 at Mon trose Beach . Growing up . Tod aro
hated his fath er's pigeon coop. but ever since
his fath er passed aw ay he has grown to love
birds and says he is now considering building a
coop h1mself

Mloh1111l JII'IIOklfThll ChrMIOIII
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Decline:
Minority faculty
members on a
steady downfall

81%

78%

Full41me Faculty
Non Minority

9

Continued from Front Page
O ne young woman recently
left Columbia because she felt
that the issues addressed through
her artistry was not understood
by the maj ori ty of facu lty with
whom she was coming into contact, Sho nekan said.
" I' m no t po in ting fingers,"
S honekan said. " I' m j ust saying
:hat wha< we need to do ts start
thi nking about how we as facu lty can work towards supporting
and understanding these other
world views."

Minority faculty decline

. 30%

Sour~q:

Columbia reports

1995

1997

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Josh Covarrubias/The Chronicle

Over the past I 0 years the number of full-time minority faculty
has dropped from 22 percent in
1995 to 17 percent in 2005, while
the percentage of part-time minority faculty have also decreased.
Minority staffing has fallen 12 percentage points in the past decade.
Two o f Columbia's prominent
African-American administrators,
Charles Cannon, former chair of
the Science and Math Department,
and Cheryl Johnson-Odim, former
dean of the School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, both recently
announced their resignations.
Cannon is stepping down to faculty, but Johnson-Odim is leaving.
" I don 't have an answer for it,"
s2 id Steve Kapelke, provost and
vice president o f Acade mi c
A ffairs, who is white. " It 's poss ible that we are not working as
hard as we sho uld [to hire minorit y facuhy and staff] ."
Kapelke hopes this is no t the
case, though. Senior academic
ad•ninistrators have been recently discussing this decline. The
college h a~ been hi ring from a
wider geographical range, which
Kapelke said should he lp.
" We ' re going to continue to
wo rk hard to hire the very best
faculty, many of whom will be
minority fac ulty," he sa id .
Kapelke said most institutions
struggle with minority faculty hiring. Figures show colleges and
universities in Chicago are no
exception to this trend. Nt~e percent of Loyola University
Chicago's students are black, and
only 4 percent of the facu lty. In
200 1 only 2 percent of the tenured
at
Northwestern
professors
University were blac k, while the
black undergraduate enrollment
was at 6 percent. The black population of Chicago is about 37 percent, according to the U.S. Census
Bureau.
Junior Celeste Ball , president
of Columbia's Blac k Student
Union, said that having minority
teachers enriches the learning
experience and makes black students comfortable in a classroom
where they may be outnumbered.
" I feel really good when I have
a black teacher because it's also
like a role model," Ball said . " I
feel li ke they can relate to me,
and they' ve been through the
same things I've been through ."
Most curricul a are not as
diverse as they should be, and
teachers should look to various
sources to contribute, according
to Ball. Instead of just covering
European literature in an English
class, she said, writers from the
Harlem Renaissance or Black

Arts Movement also need to be
included .
" We want to make the classes
as diverse as possible, especia lly
in terms of racial identity," said
Tony Trig ilio , di rector of
Undergraduate Poetry, who is
white. "Just because people are
trying to do it doesn't mean it's
done perfectly."
The amo unt of d iversity within the curriculum also depends
on the ti me periods covered.
C lasses covering certain eras
will not have much diversity,
according to Trigilio.
"The key is really creating an
environme nt
th at
anchors
students]
[African-American
within Columbia , and to do that
we need to make sure that we
enabl e them no matter what their
art ist ry is," Shonekan said. " If
we're sensitive to these issues it
will make all of o ur c lasses more
inclusive."

Breaking stereotypes
Ball and Shonekan both said
that bl ack students, because they
may be highly outnumbered in
the classroom, are looked at to
be representatives fo r all

When racial topics come up in
classes Shine thinks there should
be group discussions and opinions, instead of just turn ing to
one student to speak for an ent ire
race of peop le.
"All of a sudden you ha ve to
explain things to people , and you
shouldn't have to," Ball said .
" Because where you are from
you do n't have to explain yourself."
Ball sa id that othe r students
freq uently ma ke accidenta l discrim inat ory re marks witho ut
thinking about ho w it will affect
the black st udents. Derogatory
comments are commonly made
abo ut the South Side of Chicago,
which offends Ba ll, since that's
where she's from. People oft en
make accusations that the entire
South Side o f C hicago is unsafe,
and those types of co mments
hurt even tho ugh they may not
be directed at her.
" People need to be more
exposed to o ur culture instead of
just making assumptions," she
sa id .
Kimberly Weatherly, director
o f A fr ican-A merican cu ltura l
affai rs and faculty adviser of the
Black Student Unio n, which has

make an effort to go to all of the
events," she said. " When everyone stays on their own block
you don 't grow."

member to an area high school to
talk to students interested in the
department, according to Kelly.
"We recntit in every metropolitan high school," he said. "What
C ommitting to change
we also want to encourage is that
the departments can take a special
Weatherly is on a multiracial role in reaching out to high school
committee that meets once a month students."
to identify what the college needs
Weatherly said that the office of
to do to correctly address the prob- Multicultural Affairs is working to
lem of declining diversity. The task develop an official welcome for
force is a coll aborati on of the minority students during orientaStudent Affairs Comm ittee of the tion week. Having a booth at conCollege Council , the Enrollment vocation in the fall is not enough,
Committee and the offi ce of she said. Small group sessions
Multicultural Affairs.
would make incoming minority
" We want the d iversi ty of students aware that there is an
Columb ia to be appreciated by office they can go to for support
ail , soc iall y, culturally and aca- and resources.
demica lly," she said.
To help ease the fin anc ial burThe committee has been meet- den on minority students, the
ing with students to fi nd out how college is increasing its number
they feel about the college com- of scholarsh ips for low-i ncome
munity and what needs to be students to 700 in the fa ll.
Five hund red of the scholarimproved. Lack of cultural sensitivity and diversity in the cur- ships g iven will be Open Doors
ricula are also issues that have scho larsh ips, which are for students graduati ng from Chicago
been brought to its attent ion.
Comm ittee members will next public high schools. The other
be meeti ng wit h dea ns and 200 given are new ly created
department chai rs to di scuss the scholarships for new and conti ndiversity in th e curricula and uing lo w- income students.
hope to fi nd sol utions to give the
Students awa rded the scholarships wi ll receive $4,000 to
$5,000 per year based on financial need and merit.
Without making adj ustments
Columbia will conti nue to see a
steady decline in its AfricanA"i'erican population, said Sharon
Wilson-Taylor, dean of students,
who has worked at Columbia for
15 years. Wilson-Taylor, who is
African-American, doesn't have a
definiti ve answer as to why black
college more of a community student enrollment is down but
feel, where no students are dis- wishes she did, she said, because
then the issue would be easier to
connected.
··we are working very di li- tackle.
gently on educating the majori"The reason why I don't know
is because it's not black and
ty," Weatherly said.
white," she said. "It's a complex
issue. It's not all fin ances as peoHaulting the decline
ple may think."
Over the next few weeks the
Ball said she has stayed at
committee will be presenting its Columbia because she loves the
recommendations to college creative atmosphere, and is
administrators and the ~ollege happy with the support the Black
Council. The committee w'!U call Student Union has been recei von departments to participaie,,in ing th is year.
" I do feel like Columbia is
htgh school recruttment, whtch 'it,
hopes will strengthen Columbia's ,, making a better effort," she said.
relationship with area high schools. "\. feel like it's kind of late
The committee is currently putting bel:~u se when people realize
together a recruiting tool kit, which that lbey have a problem that's
will provide departments with Ian- when l'hl:y finally make a deciguage and information to reason- sion to "llct. This should have
ably help with recruitment of already bee!l taken care of when
minority high school students. One they saw numbers drop I perway the departments may be able cent, not when numbers were
to help out is by sending a facu lty down even more."

"We want the diversity .a t Columbia to be appreciated
by all, socially, culturally and academically."
-Stephanie Shonekan,
assistant director of Cultural Studies
African-A merica n people at
Colu mb ia, which is unfair.
" It could be sort of cu ltural
igno rance," said Shine, photography maj or, who is AfricanAmerican. "When people really
do n' t know about things, they
are always sort of uncertain
about d ifferen t com ments and
discuss ions. So they look to see
if someone knows more."
Sh ine recently experienced
this d uring a photography
course. When the class was looking at slides, and o ne came up
that was supposed to portray
Africa n-American fa m ily val ues, his classmates all turned to
him to hear his thoughts about it.
Shine said this happens a lot,
since he is usually one o f the
only black students in his photography c lasses.
'"We 're all artists; we shouldn' t be judged or categorized as a
race," he said.

about 50 members, said she
encourages students of all back·
grounds to attend events put on
by all organ izations. The college
commun ity wou ld become more
integrated if c ultura l ba rriers
were broken.
Even though Co lumbia is an
artistic and largely liberal community, Shine sa id that there are
still racial divides.
" If you look around, if you're
in the Hokin for instance, you
see black students with black
students and white students wi th
white students ," he said.
Weatherl y also feels that students should not think that they
cannot attend cert ai n events
because they are being he ld by
m ino rity organ izations. The
events are open everyone at the
college.
"The minority o rganizations
s upport one ano ther, and I can' t
say that the other organizations
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HOKIN GALLERY
623 S WABASH AVENUE, HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

THE CONTEMPORARY CONDITION , March 6 - April 21
Reception: March 24 , 6-8 pm
The Contemporary Condition: Photographs of Our Time is an exhibit of
undergraduate and graduate student photography which explores the state of
today 's society.
"The photographs in this exhibit were created to point and ask, plead even,
for answers t o questions as diverse as: do we really go so numb in front of an
en,barrassment of riches; can you image buying a brand new house that looks
exactly like every house on the block: does anyone seriol,lSiy believe that these
plastic plants don't, in fact, make things worse: or are we that afraid of death that
we feel compe lled to turn corpses into dolls?
There is a certain disbelief at work here that only occurs when the filter of
routinization is stripped away by seeing something freshly. And as with any
reve lation , there is a challenge : is this the way you want it? what are you going to
do about it?"
- Curator, Paul D'Amato. Professor of Photography, Columbia College Chicago

HOKIN ANNEX
623 S WABASH 4VENUE. HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY

THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON FRIDAY

NEW AMERICANA, March 13 - April 21
Reception: March 16, 5 -7pm
This open-call student exhibition explores and examines the New Americana.
Many of today's ideals . ethics and climates can easily be identified as American .
Definition can be drawn from consumerism, direct marketing techniques and fast
foods to family values, sexuality. enterta111ment and environmental landscape.

C33 GALLERY,

33 E Congress Avenue .

HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9

~M

5 PM ON FRIDAY

NSPIRING VISION : ARTISTS WHO TEACH , February 6 - March 3, 2006
Inspiri ng Vision: Artists Who Teach exhibits the collective work of the graduate
students in the Educational Studies Department of Columbia College Chicago.
The exhibitors. who are earning the ir masters' degrees in art education and
elementary education. present works in photography, drawing, painting and
mixed mP.dia . The teacher candidates and dedicated artists demonstrate that
their passion and devotion to the arts will enable them to be the cata lysts for
their s~uden ts ' artistic pursuits. The innovative and vibrant work in Inspiring
Vision : .6.rtists Wh o Teach illustrates that the arts are a vital part of any student's
education.

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY
1104 S WABASH AVENUE. HOURS: 10 AM
MONDAY AND THURSDAY

5 PM TUESDAY. WEDN ESDAY AND FRIDAY AND JO AM

7 PM ON

PEACE IT TOGETHER- MIDDLE EAST PEACE QUILT EXHIBITION
March 2 -April 1, 2006
The Middle Ea st Peace Quilt Exhibition 1s the centerpi ece of Peace it Together,
a month-long celebration presented by Genesis at the Crossroa ds and Columbia
College Chicago. Sima Elizabeth Seftrin, a visionary visual artist from Vancouver,
Bntish Colum bia , conceived the Middle East Pea ce Quilt. Seffrin's two year
proJect pieces together 30 panels created by artists of Is raeli, Pa lestinian.
European, and North American descent. All 30 of the panels wi ll be on di splay 111
the Glass Curtain Gallery.
The Pea ce it Together ce lebration will prese nt a number of arts programs,
exhib1t10ns, per formances an d lectures during the first two weekend s of March .
Peace it Together is a celebration focused on the power of art to bridge diverse
cu ltures and peopl es.

VISIT: HTTP://CSPACi::S.COLUM.EDU FOR A Ll~TING OF ALL UPCOMING [C]SPACE PROGRAMS

c

GLASS
curt a in

GALLERY

C33
GALLERY

conawav
HOKIN
center
CENTER

SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
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[G]Sp~s. 6et ivwo\vecl.
MANIFEST IS CALLING ... PICK UP.
STUDENT ARTWORK
CALL FOR GRADUATING SENIOR AND GRADUATE STUDENT WORK
Submit digital images of your artwork for the Manifest 06 onl ine gallery. Images can include documentation of artwork, performance, video and film stills,
or still photography. Bring a CD-ROM of your Images to Sarah Eva Kra ncic, VIsual Communication Coordinator of [C]Spaces, Glass Curtain Gallery Office
Suites. 1104 S Wabash. first floor, 312.344.6645. Images should be 300 dpl, at least 5" x 5 ", B&W or Color CMYK, jpeg, tiff or scalable eps.

PERFORMANCE ARTISTS
CALL FOR TICTOC ARTISTS, PERFORMERS, AND DANCERS
Submit proposals for TICTOC performance art for Manifest 06, May 12. TICTOC Includes a rt pieces that aie site specific, can be performed In the nooks
and crannies of Columbia's campus, have a strong visual element. a nd can be short or duratlonal, interactive or static , or solo or collaborative. TICTOC
proposa ls can be submitted to Jennifer Friedrich, Festival and Perform ance Coord inator, Glass Curtain Gallery office suites, 1104 S Wa bash , first floor,

312.344.664 2 .

BANDS
CALL FOR BANDS AND SOLO MUSICAL ARTISTS, DANCE TROUPES, DJS, AND SPOKEN WORD ARTISTS
Submit demos to perform on outside stages around campus during Manifest 06 on May 12. The only criteria is that at least one member of the group must
be of graduate status (undergraduate or graduate). Demo must be on a CD, DVD, video, or audio tape and have good sound and/ or visual quality, but can
be a rehearsal tape. Demo mu:;t be clearly labeled with the title of the group, contact number and e-mail address. Submitted demos will not be returned.
Demos can be submitted to Sharod Smith, Program Coordinator of [C]Spaces, Hokin Annex, 623 S Wabash , first floor, 312.344.7188.

INTERNS

JdD'

PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHER
UPder the supervision of the [C]Spaces
m i

Coordinator, the Manifest 06 Project P
dur'ng the Month of February to be use
campi'lig;• for Manifest 2006.

mmunication
ot a series of images
asis of the overall marketing

s

MUSIC MANAGEMENT INTERN
inte.rn Pos1tion for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the [C]Spaces
Director, (he Technical Director, and the Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest Music
!~tern w1ll iocus on all duties related to marketing the student and professional
b~,d s playing at the festival, as well as helping to organize the performing stages
at the festival.

gt

GALLERY ASSISTANT INTERN

Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the sup·
·
[ ~lfces
Director the Gallery Coordinators, and . ·
. he Manifest
Gallery Assistant Intern will play a vital
1on of exhibitions.
staffing special events. and performing
i
tasks in t he service of the festival.

~

[C]Spaces seeks artistically aggressive undergraduate and g raduate
Columbia College students to submit to a n art exhibition .
This ex.h1b1tion explores a nd examines t he New Americana. Many of today's ideals,
e thiCS and climates can easily be identified as American. Definition can be d rawn from
consumerisrn. direct marketing techniques and fast foods to family values, sexuality,
entertainment and environmental landscape.

TECHNOLOGY INTERN
Under the supervision of the [C]Spaces Director and the Visual Communication
Coordinator, the Manifest 06 Technology Intern will assist in web marketing
and the coordination of digital assets and workflow integral to the planning and
promotion of Manifest.

MARKETING INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the su pervision of the [C]Spaces
Director, Assistant to the Director and the Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest 0 5
Marketing intern wi ll concentrate on marketing and promoting end-<>f-year events
to the Col umbia College and South Loop communit ies, and will play a vital role in
organ izing t he festival.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the Director and
Coordinator of Student Leadership and the Manifest Coordinator, the Student
Organization CORE Intern will concentrate on organizing and developing an
itinerary of events during Manifest 06 for the Student Government Association
and Student Organization Council.
Please send resumes to: CaroiAnn Brown, Director, iC]Spaces. 1104 S. Wabash,
1st Floor 1 Chicago, ll 60605
VISIT HTIP:// MANIFEST.COLUM .EDU FOR COM PLETE JOB DESCRIPTIONS.

Mark your calendars ... Manifest is May 12, 2006! Visit: http:/jmanifest.colum.edu
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Innovator:

Sessions:

Conflict started
with critical story

Trainers hope for
higher attendance

Continued from Page 3

Continued from Page 3

school and show that they are
basically implying that they are
inclined to censor in the
future."
The conflict began when the
Innovator published multiple
articles critical of Governors
State ·s administration.
The
dean o f Student Affairs, Patricia
Carter. asked the printing company not to produce the paper
until receiving approval from
the school 's administrat ion.
The students refused to submit
their articles to the administration for review.
Editor-in-chief Jeni Porche,
managing editor Margaret
Hosty and reporter Steven
Barba sued Carter and the university, claiming that the rules
the administration imposed
were unconstitutional and
restricted freedom of the press.
The students asked for over S I
million in damages.
The 7th Circuit Court of
Appeals voted 7-4 in favor of
Governors State in June, finding that the uni versity had the
right to censor the Innovator
because it is funded by the
school. The court cited a 1988
Supreme Court ruling giving
high schoo ls the right to censor
the1r student publications. The
decision applies to all public
college newspapers in Illinois,
Wisconsin and Indiana.
The Innovator is no longer in
publication.

NEW!

Responses to surveys and
focus groups helped create the
current program, which aims to
better inform staff about issues
that affect them the most.
The Management Leadership
Series has five sess ions that

cove r how to evaluate staff
members, the definitions of sexual harassment, how to interview
personnel,
incivility
awareness and how to train new
managers.
Each is meant to better inform
managers and staff on Columbia's
policies and procedures.
The Staff Development Series
is open to faculty and staff and
includes one session on financial
planning and another for new
employees.
Griffin said that while theses-

Session Descriptions
Performanc e Ma nagement
This session teaches how
to best execute employee
eva luations,
and
their
importance. It is required
for chairs, department
heads and supervisors.
Sexual Ha ras sment
Training
This session teaches how
to recognize and prevent
sexual harassment. It is a lso
required for chairs, department heads and supervisors.
Interviewing Skills
This session teaches how
to interview, select and hire
Columbia personnel. It is
open to chairs, department
heads and supervisors.
Financial Planning
Seminars
This session covers basic
financial planning as well
as retirement planning. It is
open to all faculty and staff.

Civility in Academ ia
This session teaches the
importance of politeness
and respect in the workplace, as well as the consequences of incivility. It is
open to all chairs , department heads and supervisors. A similar session is
also open to all faculty and
staff.
New Manager Training
This session teaches new
leaders how to supervise
others. It is intended for
new or newly promoted
chairs, department heads
and supervisors.
New Employee
Orientation
This session helps new
hires begin
necessary
paperwork and answers
other questions. It is open
to all new faculty and staff.

Information compiled from the Staff Development and
Management Series brochure.

sions are only open to staff and
faculty, it does not mean that
students won't benefit. She
believes that by better educating
our staff and faculty, students
will be taught by more polished
professors.
"The college continues to
grow and become more complex
based on our students," Griffin
said. "They have needs, and we
want to provide. We want to be
able to meet the needs of our
students."
Those interested must register
ahead of time, and while certain
sessions are strongly recommended, attendance has been
low.
"Participation isn't grand right
now; it could be a lot better,"
Griffin said.
She added that most administrators may not be attending
because they aren't famil.iar with
the program.
"It hasn't been communicated
to the college at a mass level so
that everyone in the college has
been totally aware of it," Griffin
said.
Another problem is that sessions
are only offered at certain times,
which also limits participation.
Laura Levitt-Gamis, the assistant to the chair of • the
Television Department, said that
her work schedule simply does
not allow her time to attend.
Levitt-Gamis said that she has
come from a strong business
background, which has also
schooled her in many of the sessions ' topics.
" I may not attend [certain sessions], but I'm certainly looking
to check them out because I
believe all of this is important as
Columbia is moving on," she
said.

Levitt-Gamis said she hopes to
attend some sessions in April.
Dave Dvorak, general manager
of the Television Department,
has attended some of the workshops and believes that they
were worthwhile.
"I know some people think it 's
a waste of time," Dvorak said.
"Personally, I think I got a lot out
of it."
When Dvorak came to
Columbia, he faced the task of
completing staff evaluations. To
survive the process, he was
tutored one-on-one about the
subject that the training now
covers.
Griffin said that it's important
for Columbia's staff to feel supported by the school.
"When you talk about development, you want people to feel
that we ' re making an investment
in their personal development,"
Griffin said.
Although Mark Kelly, vice
president of Student Affairs, has
not yet attended any of the sessions, he plans to and recommends that his staff attend as
well.
"I
think
that
Human
Resources is trying to do a much
better job at offering information and perspective to managers," Kelly said. "Without
workshops like these, people are
just not going to have the information they need to be as effective as they might be."
Dvorak said that he appreciates the college's effort to
inform staff and faculty, as well
as stay current with Columbia's
position on certain topics.
"It' s nice to see that the
school is trying to help out,"
Dvorak said. " I don't see why
anyone wouldn't want to go ."~

columbia college chicago

president's club
scholarship

Recognizing exceptional promise in
the arts, media and communications

$10,000.00 AWARDI
THE PRESIDENT 'S CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
WAS DESIGNED TO ASSIST EXCEPTIONAL
STUDENTS COMPLETE THEIR DEGREES
AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO .

WHO CAN APPLY?
Outstanding full·tlmo students who will llllvo onrnod
60 72 credit hOuri by tho end of tho Spring, 2006 so·
moator: hll\lo domonstrntod nnonclot nood , nnd hftvo
a cumut&tlvo erlldo point ovorogo of 3 .0 or 111g11or.

HOW ARE THE AWARDS OISTRIIUTID?
Each $10.000 schotot'llhlp Is distributed as follows:
$2 .500 nwordod In Fall 2006: $2500 awardod In
Sprln& 2007 : $2500 nwordod In Foil 2007 : $2500
owordod In Spring 2008

HOW MANY AWARDS ARI AVAILAILI ?
Up to tun (101 owerda will bo onnouncod tltll Sprln&t

DIADUNI : April 3, 2006

Columbia~
C O LLIQI

C HICAGO
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hated and would enter
them
in
absent
whether they were or
not. Ha ha. In their
faces.
After
couldn't
stand
looking
at
another wiener's ID
number, I got my ultimate dream job working at a comic book
store. It was like spotting a unicorn in a forest, because, at age
17, I thought it would
never happen . I wasn't the most popular
guy in high school,
and I'd spend a lot of
time at the Comix
Gallery in Wilmette. My imagination would take off while I read
about the adventures of Batman and
wondered what exactly happened in
the Batcave between him and Robin.
I worked at the Comix Gallery for
only a summer due to the nature of
small businesses. I then got a j ob at
an evil corporate bookstore that
treated the elderly employees like
giant, withered babies. It's not worth
mentioning.
After being a slave for the evil
corporate bookstore, I got a job at
Urban Outfitters in Evanston. It was
fun , but the customers were huge
assholes. Whenever I couldn't find

some bimbo 's size, she would act as
if I punched her in the face. When I
broke down and asked one terrible
customer why she cared so much
about clothing, I knew my days were
numbered .
So I got a job working for an
insurance company as a file clerk. I
basically had to file every memo and
policy. To make things worse, the
filing hadn 't been done for three
months, and there was a massive
mountain of paper that I had to tackle alone. Every morning when I
came to work, I would silently weep
to myself when I saw the giant hill
that I would spend eight hours a day
sorting out.
To keep things interesting, I
would pretend that I had an alter-ego
and that I was actually taking this
worthless job as a disguise to hide
my super powers. That fantasy
quickly wore off, and I began slacking. I would make jokes about purchasing douche bag insurance while
I randomly filed the policies in
incorrect files. Good luck finding
those!
I did take something away from
these jobs despite how lame they
may seem. I learned that having a
bullshit job is the most terrible existence on earth. I only wish I could
say that much on my resume.

"Protect
you r
self'- we' ve all been
hearing this for years,
but how many of us
actually do all the
time? When it comes
to
sexuality,
the
teenage ''I'm invincible" complex seems
to be more prevalent
than ever in collegeage people.
"I normally use
condoms," a friend of
mine said recently.
"But sometimes I
don't. Usually when
it's with someone I
know is a good guy,
someone who doesn't
sleep around."
While that was
quite possibly the dumbest thing to
ever escape that friend's mouth, it's
a more common practice than we
think.
As the government limits access to
sex education and adequate birth
control, sexual health isn't something anyone should take any risks
with .
No matter where you stand on the
issue of choice, it's much easier to
avoid a possibly catastrophic situation by being cautious in the first
place. No one wants to get knocked
up before they've had a chance to
graduate, no one wants to end up
with a disease that can possibly kill
them and the person they love . And

as much as sex is fun, as much as sex
is part of the human experience, it's
also a gigantic responsibility.
Being preachy isn't really my
thing, but I recently watched a close
friend go through something she will
never forget. While I've been prochoice for as long as I can remember.
and will continue to support a
woman 's right to choose until the
day I die, abortion is no fun. A room
full of women, teary eyed and petrified about what is next for them is
something that no woman or man
ever wants to see.
As right-wingers line up at the
doors of cli nics to judge people they
know nothing about, women go into
a room one by one, and their lives
are changed forever.
Sex is great, especially when it 's
with someone you rea lly care about.
But I recently realized, at the ripeold age of 22, that sex is no fucking
joke. Sex can make your life happier,
a nd it can also completely destroy
you. Sex should be respected .
Everyone should get tested, and people need to get educated. It's shocking how many women who don't
know what their cervix is are having
loads of sex. And how many men are
baffled by the labia minora.
If you're confused , stop rending
The C hronicle immediately, pick up
a book or take a class. And learn
about that body of yours before it 's
too lute.

Employee of
the month
I'm currently ip the process of
begging for internships and scholarships, so I'm trying to spruce up my
resume. What I've realized is that
before I started working for The
Chronicle, I was a cog in various
machines. A lot of the jobs I had didn' t require any thought at all to do
them.
My very first job was working in
the attendance office at my high
school. I was a sophomore, and all I
had to do was enter in student ID
numbers of absent students. It was
not as exciting as it may sound, but
it did have its benefits. I would
memorize the ID numbers of kids I

Sex:
Sensational
and serious
When it comes to sex in this country, things tend to be black and
white. Either sex is demonized and
considered something dirty and
wrong, or it's treated as a rite of passage-something everyone can and
should do without much discretion.
When AIDS reared its ugly head in
the early '80s, the idea of"free love"
flew right out the window, where it
belonged. But today, where is the
line drawn when it comes to sex?
Sex. Everyone thinks about it,
most people have it and while it's a
topic that I generally love to carry on
about, I recent!y rcali1.ed that there's
one key part of sex talk that I usual ly fail to discuss: safe sex.

~

Love us or hate us...
We'd love to hear from you. How to contact lhe Word:

~

Hunter Clauss - hclauss@chronlclemall.c om - (312) 344-8970
Tiffany Breyne - tbreyne@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971

Ratings Guide
So, Is that movie
worth watc hing?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
uae thla handy
chart to find out.

Karma is a bitch, and Scott Stapp lmows it. The
former Creed frontman made horrible, brain-shattering music for way too many years. Now be's
paying for it with a string of bad, public incidents.
Let's go step by step as we analyze the muchdeserved karmic backlash that bas brought Stapp
back into the media spotlight.
Feb. 10: Be gets married. Not to just anyoneit's a former Miss New York, a beautiful and
seemingly normal woman. lbat's great, but it
means something is wrong with her. Whether
she's using him for his money or is just a little
slow on the uptake, she'll realize soon enough
that his Christlike mannerisms and flaring nostrils
aren't endearing so much as nails-on-a-chalkboard

irritating.
Houn later: Stapp Is arrested for public: i.atoxicadon at LAX on the way to his honeymoon.
This isn't the fust time public inebriation bas got
him in trouble. There was that spat last year in
which Creed concert attendees sued the band for
sucking so much. Stapp blamed it oo medication;
others speculate it was a pme drunken flop. But
we all know what really happened. The people
finally realized ~they were at a er-1 concert,
and they lasbecl out at the band in a tit of embarrassmeot lllld mge.
Feb. 17: Sex tape sc:udall The last and greatest
bit of bnna c:ame wben news broke that Stapp
was involved in a IIJ*lsexual extravanganza wjtli •
various women aad, cfisauStingly enough, Kid
Rock. 'l'bouP DOitber musician has commented oo
the supposed video, we have a filelin8 that's a.

video no one WilliS to~- it's a choice
between watchin& tbat or a Creed music video.
So wlaat'l aut ,. tlae Stapp clisamr tnt.?
Hopefl&lly it' ll be a IOlf realization that his musio
really ia scmt straiabt from bell, and he'll )lide
away lilY further thoughts of a musical career
inside those long loeb-we bear his hair holds
many mystical powers. Let's see if they're &ood or
evil, because at the moment they're ernit!lna jaclcass rays loud and clear for the whole frickin' world
to hear.
- T. Breyne
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Download It
Pretty Entertaining
Very Good
Word Up.
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Su Casa: The best Mexican restaurant this side of the Rio Grande.
From vegetable chimichangas to
strawberry margaritas, this spot is
muy caliente. 49 E. Ontario St. Go
now.
Frisbee golf season: I can already
hear the sweet sound of my disc hitting the chains. Soon enough I will
be entering my first tournament and
kicking some serious ass with my
wicked side-arm. It's time to dust off
my lucky cheetah.
Bruce Campbell: Can one man be
so talented? YES.
Revival of western style: It's no
secret cowboy boots are making a
comeback. This staple of cowboys'
or cowgirls' wardrobes has invaded
the mainstream fas hion scene, and I
love it. To all those hipsters who
were wearing them "before they
were popular," get over it.
The Daily Egyptian: S'>Uthern
Illinois Uni versity's school newspaper printed a series of false stories
for two years after being duped by a
crazy woman and an 8-year-old.
Don't worry though; they made a
tri umphant comeback at the Illinois
College Press Association
Conference by winning best paper in
their category.

The Raconteurs: Brendan
Benson and Jack White team
together to make sweet musical
love. My ears haven't experienced
bliss like this in quite some time.
Los Angeles: I need a break .
Going to L.A. during Oscars
weekend should fix that. That 's
right- l'm going, and I'm bragging hardcore, suckas.
My inferno apartment: The
freez ing cold weather last weekend made my overheated apartment building feel refreshing, as
opposed to the normal hellish
doom I encounter every time I
walk in the door.
Trips back home: Nothing fu els
me up after a stressful week like a
trip to the suburbs, where cars are
my mode of transportation and
heating up a Lean Cuisine in the
microwave isn't considered a
home-cooked meal.
Lo F'delity Radio: Every Sunday
fi m 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 89. 1 FM,
orth Central College's radio station , plays back to back indie and
olk gems. This show is definite
proof that radio can still play
quality music.

Got hs: Nothing makes me feel better than watching goth kids dance
at Neo, 2350 N. Clark St. Goths
couldn 't care less about what other
people think . That's why some. of
them are terrible dancers. Gettmg
them to do a conga line to
Fischerspooner 's "Emerge" is also
widely hilarious and surprisingly
easy.
Wonder Woman' s Invisible Jet:
Before she could ny, Wonder
Woman had an invisible jet that she
would ride around the world in.
Wonder Woman, though, was not
invisible and could be seen flying
through the air in a sitting position.
Hayley's 21st birthday: 'Nuff
said.

Star Wars Ill: Reve1tge of tire
Sitlr : I have an obsession to watch
this movie again like a pregnant
woman obsessed wit h eating pickles and ice cream.
Evolution: I wish I had two
mouths instead of one. That way
when I'm a hungry hungry Hunter,
I can eat a cheeseburger and drink
a soda pop at the same time. I also
wish I was telepathic so I could
talk to people with my mind as I
drink and eat all at the same time.
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Windy City throws bushes for Big Eosy
Downtown clubs celebrate Mardi Gras, keep hurricane victims in mind
By Sam Libretti/Associate Ed itor
Last iall, citie~ on the Gulf Coast
fJced immeasurable d::magc from
Hurricane Katrina. On Feb. 28 the
:-~ation will celehrate Fat Tuesday,
the culmination o f Mardi Gras and
the day before Christians start the
Lent season. TI1e celebration has
taken on new meaning as New
Orleans, regarded as pany central
for Mardi Gras and one of tht: hardcst-htt ci!tes on the Gulf Coast, will
host the festivities.
Around Chicago, clubs are getting in on the action, hosting events
to coincide with Mardi Gras, and
planners recognize the imponancc
of this year's celebration.
" It's abso lutely imponant for
people to be aware of Mardi Gras,
especially this year," said Andrew
Ramos, a restaurant supervisor at
Viand Bar and Kitchen, 155 E.
Ontario St. "The city of New
Orleans needs that energy now
more than ever."
Vtand is hosting a Mardi Gras
celebration that began earlier this
month and will cooclude on Fat
Tuesday. The bar is offering contests to win bead ncckla=; and free
dinners. It is also featuring two
martinis inspired by the cul!UJe of
New Orleans. Partial proceeds from
martini sales, $2 per special martini , are being donated to the
American Red Cross for hwricane
retie(
This is Vtand's first year doing a
Mardi Gras-themed promotion,
Ramos said, and it has been its most

popular promotion o f the year.
Ramos said that the manini specials, which include the Fat
Tuesday (a mix ofSmimofi'Orange
and SmimofT C itrus wdka.'. strawberry-mango juice. fruit punch and
pineapple juice) and the Voodoo
Magic (Absolul vodka, Hlackbcrry
brandy and Godiva wlutc liqueur)
have sold well.
"We haven't had to push these at
all, and I tlunk the reason is that
people sec on the Oyer that the martinis are benefiting a good cause
and are happy to help." Ramos satd.
Viand's owner, Rory Flot, is a
frequent visllor to New Orleans,
and Ramos said that was a reason
for the restaurant's Mardi Gras promotion this year.
"He has a special place in his
heart for New Orleans," Ramos
said. "He's been going to Mardi
Gras for a number of years and is
still going this year. So it means a
lot to him to be doing this."
Michael Sands, the general manager of Camivale, 702 W. Fulton
Market, said the restaurant, which
opened in September, is offering
three days of Mardi Gras partying,
including live New O rleans-flavored music and specialty Cajun
dishes, leading up to Fat Tuesday.
Sands couldn't say whether the
tragedy is still on people 's minds,
but thought that if people have forgotten about what has been going
on in New Orleans, Mardi Gras will
bring that awareness back.

Camivale will donate a percentage of the proceeds from the celebration to the Louisiana Restaurant
Association's Restaurant Employee
Relief Fund, Sand' said. According
to the Lo ui siana Restaurant
AssociatiOn 's website, the fund was
set up to help those m Louisiana's
food scrvi,·e industry return after
bcmg dtsplaccd by the stonn .
"Titc lite! that people arc going to
be celebrating 111 places that arc
actuall y donating much-needed
money to [New Orleans] says a
lot." he satd . "It shows a lot of character."
Excalihur nightc lub. 632 N.
Dearhom St., also hosted a Mardi
Gras celebration on Feb. 24. Juila
Shell , a spokeswoman with
Excalibur parent company A La
Carte Entenainmenl, said s he
expected a large turnout for the
event.
"Any time .that something as devastating as the hurricane affects so
many people, being able to fmd
something positive in it is good,"
she said " If people only dwell on
the negative, the situation won't
ever improve."
The c lub features a Bacardi
Hwricane drink and will donate a
portion of the proceeds from its
sales to the Red Cross for hurricane
relief MTV host Quddus was
scheduled to be in attendance, and
drawings for iPod Nanos were also
planned.
Cat Langel, a spokeswoman with

again host a large celebration despite the damages incurred from
Hurricane Katrina.
the Chicago-area American Red
Cross, said that while the Red Cross
met its relief goal of about $2 billion for hurricanes Katrina, Rita
and Wilma, there is still a need for
people to care about those affected.
Langel said requests to contribute
to Katrina relief will still be honored because an additional need
remains.
"The Red Cross met its financial
goal, but that doesn't mean that

everyone in Louisiana, and
throughout the Gulf Coast region,
is fine," Langel said " Long-term
support is still necessary, and the
fact that people as far away as
Chicago are still finding creative
ways to help is promising. By people going out and celebrating
Mardi Gras, we're still ~
that there is a need to support those
who still very much need it "

Help create a family
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS

$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg dono rs. Donors will

take medication and undergo a m1nor surg1cal

I

prou!IIIIO~V

Serious 1nquir~es only.

GESTATIONAl. SURROGATES
M1n1mum compen•.at101t $20,000
agee. o f :n 3', whrJ hd'if· ~iwn birth to c.~ l .a~t onr ch1ld
www.arn.com
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Chicogo's Eost
Coost disploy
'Art in Chicago' exhibit features hybrid of Windy
City and City of Brotherly Love
By Joann Loviglio/AP
When it comes to aesthetic and creative
movements, Chicago is often more closely
connected with architecture and music than
painting and sculpture.
However, a new Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts exhibition, curated by a
Chicago native, aims to give a new look aj
the Second City as a place that inspired and
produced trailblazing visual art.
"There's a real need for rethinking 20thcentury art to include the whole country,"
said curator Bob Cozzolino.
"Art in Chicago: Resisting Regionalism,
Transforming Modernism," which runs
through April 2, features about 80 works,
with about one-fourth coming from the
academy's holdings and the remainder from
private collectors.
Why a retrospective on Chicago art in
Philadelphia? Because, Cozzolino said, both
cities have old, influential and complementary art schools: the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago and the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts. Many artists studied or taught at one school, then the other,
creating a sort of cross-pollination between
the cities.
"These artists didn 't Jive in a vacuum ,"

Cozzolino said. "There was a lot more
exchange between artists nnd institutions

than we tend to believe."
· The exhibition challenges the notion that
American modernism was largely a staple of
New York City and that art from the
Midwest was limited to bucolic landscapes
and Grant Wood 's "American Gothic."
The show looks at Chicago artists working
from the 191 Os through the 1980s. All three
generations steadfastly rejected fo llowin!!
the aesthetics championed by New Yvrk
modernists; they refused, for example, to jettison the human figure from their work.
The Chicago artists in the exhibit also
have in common a continued inspiration and
fascination with surrealism and work that is
highly detailed-even during the era of
abstract expressionism championed by New
York artists such as Mark Rothko and
Jackson Pollock.
Such marked differences in style

led to unfair criticism through the years that
Chicago's art scene was behind the times,
Cozzolino said.
"One of the unique characteri sti cs of
Chicago is there's always been a very pronounced efTort to not be derivative, to not
follow the status quo," he said. "They insisted on following their own vision."
Among the exhibition's highlights is a
group of seven created by New Deal-era
Chicago artists employed by the Works
Progress Administration. The pieces, 8 feet
by 4 feet, depict the "seven lively arts"painting, sculpture, architecture, music. literature, dance and drama.
They hung behind the bar at the fam ous
Chicago restaurant Riccardo 's from 1947
until sometime during the 1970s. Restaurant
owner Ric Riccardo was himself a Works
Progress Administration artist and painted
one of the murals.
Riccardo's closed in 1991 and the murals
were split up and sold. In 2002, philanthropist and art collector Seymour Persky
tracked down and purchased all seven
murals; the Philadelphia exhibit IS the first
time they have hung together in a museum.
The show also inc ludes Pennsy lvan ia
Academy works by Leon Golub and Jim
Nutt. and privately owned works by Ed
Paschke. Ivan Albright , Don Baum. Gladys
Ni lsson and others.
Works from the Ch icago Imagists- the
Windy City's answer to New York 's pop art
scene-are also featured in the ex hibit.
Works include raucous comics from the
Hairy Who, a collaborative of art students
that gai ned fame m the late 1960s, and their
contemporaries, False Image, who made
humorous decals and bubble gum ca rds.
" In Chicago, they were rea ll y trying to do
something that goes in a different direction
from what was happening in New York ,"
Cozzolino said. "There's a real continuity
and a particular fla vor to Chicago visual
arts."

For more informalion l'isit
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine
online: www.pafa.org.

Various Chicago artists' work is currently displayed at the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts in Philadelphia.

THE WORD

The 2006 Academy Awards are right around the corner, and those of us at
The C hronicle couldn' t be more excited. Well, we probably could. But to liven up
the event-or to just turn it into a drinking game- we're offering a brand new iPod
Nano to anyone who can guess the most wins. That's right. Whoever can guess the
most winning nominations will receive an iPod Nano from all of us at The Chronicle.
The second place guesser won' t go empty-handed either. Second place takes home
an iPod Shuffle, and the third place guesser r eceives a $25 iTunes Music Store gift
certificate. In the event of multiple winning entries, one will be randomly selected.

To qualify for this contest, vote on the
web at www.columbiachronicle.com
Here is a list of the categories and nominations we will be tallying up:
Best picture

Best animated feature film

Brokeback Mountain
Crash
Good Night, and Good Luck
Munich
Capote

Howl 's Moving Castle
C01pse Bride
Wallace and Gromit in the Curse of the
Were-Rabbit

Best director
Steven Spielberg - Munich
Ang Lee - Brokeback Mountain
Paul Haggis - Crash
Bennett Miller- Capote
George Clooney - Good N ig ht. and Good

Brokeback Mountain
Capote
The Constant Gardener
A History of Violence
Munich

Best adapted screenplay

Luck

Best original screenplay

Best actor
Philip Seymour Hoffman- Capote
David Strathaim - Good Night, and Good
Luck
Heath Ledger - Brokehack Mountain
Joaquin Phoenix - Walk the Line
Terrence Howard - 1/ust/e and Flow
Best actress
Dame Judi Dench - Mrs 1/endcrson
Presents
Felicity Huffman - 7ransamenca
Charlizc Theron - North Country
Reese Wither<opoon - Walk the Line
Keira Knightll.:y- Pride and Prejudice

Best supporting ac tor
George Clooney - Syriana
Jake Gyll,:nhaal - /Jrokehack Mountain
Paul Giamatti - Cinderella Man
Matt Dillon - Crash
William llurt- A llivtory of Violence
Bett supporting actreu
Rachel Weisz- The Comtant Gardener
M1chelle William, - /Jrokcback Mountain
Prance• McDormand • North Country
Amy Adams • Junebux
'atherine Keener • Capote

Belt foreign language
Tell (Italy)

mm

/Jon~

Jayeu.x Noel (Prance)
ParadiJe Now (l'ale~tllnJan tcrritoru:s)
Sophie SchtJII · The Final /Jayj (Ocrtnuny)
'fjotJt (S<wfh Africa)

Crash
Good Night, and Good Luck
Match Point
The Squid and the Whale
Syrwna

Best music (score)
Rrokeback Mountain
'/h e Constant Gardener
Mcmmrs of a Geisha
Munich
Pride and Prejudice

Best music (son~)
"In the Deep"- Crash
" It 's liard Out llcre for a Pimp"- 1/ust/e
and Flow
"Travelin ' Thru"- 7i'f111Sfllncrica
Best documentary fenturc
Oarwin

s Nil{htmare Hnron: 11n• Smartest

Guys in the Uoom
March o/th e /'enguins
M urderba/1
Street Fight

Using super-sophisticated
computer technology, The
C hronicle Willi able to compile who we 1111 think will be
reading off their thank-you
lists. Remember to vote on
The hronlcle'tJ weh!ilte at
www.c:olumblachronlcl .co
m before March S. Sorry,
but we will Mt b acceptln~&
written ~tubmi tJ~J iontJ,
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Here's who we're
guessing will win.
Best picture
Brokeback Mountain
Best director
Ang Lee - Brvkeback Mountain
Best actor
Philip Seymour Hoffinan- Capote
Best actress
Reese Witherspoon - Walk the Line
Best supporting actress
Rachel Weisz - The Constant Gardener
Best supporting actor
George Clooney - Syriana

Best foreign language film
Tsotsi (South Africa)
Best animated feature film
Corpse Bride
Best adapted screenplay
Brokeback Mountain
Best original screenplay
Crash
Best music (score)
Memoirs ofa Geisha
Best music (song)
" It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp"- Hustle
and Flow
Best documentary feature
March of th e Penguins

New documentary aims to give Chicagoans new
perspective on their hometown
By Tiffany Breyne/A&E Editor
Ch1cago IS home to almost 3 Histon e Lakeview buildings are
rn!lhon people. With that many studied an "A Spirit Within." and
people livmg in one area. stories " Logan Square m Fast Forward"
are taking place every second of takes viewers through a tame·
every day- and Split Pillow wants lapsed visua l expenence of the
people to know about them. The area.
"(' ,,, goal as always to try and
nonprofit production company
based out of the city made iL< latest bring d group o f people together."
work, Chicago360, specifically to said Jason Stephens. co-founder
showcase various ne1ghborhoods and executive d~rec tor o f Splat
Pallow. "[They! play o ff eac h
and their subcultures.
The documentary features fi ve o the r 's stre ngths and so we look
different sectio ns o f the city from fo r divers ity in the way they
specific points of view. At 60 min· approac h the works. and the film·
utes. the documentary is a part of makers can learn from each othe r
Split Pillow's ongoing productions and the diffe re nt methods that they
in which the company picks fi ve use. U ltimately it's kmd of hke try·
filmmakers from around the city. ing to put together a team of some
g ives them a theme and puts them son and figure out who's gonna
to work.
play what."
The stories vary greatly: "The
Nick Ma nm. Casey C lark. Jm1
Air Over P1lsen" centers on the Vend iola. Erik Gemand and CJ
res1dents of the comml•nity and Dugan were the filmmak e rs to
thear thoughts on livmg so close to make the final c ut for thas prOJCCt.
coal-burning
power
plants. the firs t documentary for Spl at
"Can:uit Bending: A Toy Story" is Pillow.
based on the Buc ktown/Wicker
Dugan saad that even though
Park area and takes a lcok at a he's h ved 10 C hacago most of h"
company that turns o ld toys mto
hfe. much of 1t was sp<:nt h vmg
invemi ve mus acal ms trum e nts. along the Red Lme untal he recent·
"Our Fallen Spacemen" focu.o;e.< on ly moved to Logan Square w1th has
mystery artwork displayed on var·
fiancee.
IO'JS el tram~ throughout the caty.
"We moved pretty far west

'cause we bought a house, and so
we found o urselves in this very
fo reign neaghborhood," Dugan
said . ''I'd cen a10ly heard of Logan
Squa re. but I didn't know my way
around at. I did [this) j ust by find·
10g places I thought were 10te res t·
mg that I was surpnsed to find
were 10 my own backyard."
Dugan paeced together has pa n
o f Chicago360 by takm g photos
a round Logan Square over time
and setting them in what he calls
an unconventional fo rm . Dugan 's
mte rest and findin gs within the
Chicago neighborhood is what the
film company and fo unders stnved
for with thas projec t.
For Stephe ns, a fonner a rts
e nte n ainment and media manage·
ment major at Columb1a. Spht
P1llow as a company that offers
somethmg not only for v1ewers but
area filmmakers trying to get cxpe·
n cnce m the fi eld He 'tan cd Spht
Pillow m 2003 wath fe llow AEMM
maJOr Jacky I cwko\'lc h whe n he
saw that there \\ Crcn ' t many
options for ncwcome" to the film
mdu<t ry
The co mpany's fir..;t venture
came 1n the fonn of the Challenge.
a weekend- long film C\ent tha t let

Images of Logan Square, like this one of the Logan Theater, are
captured in one of the five segments of the 'Chicago360' documen·
tary.
regao nal filmmakers showcase
their individual work. Now the
C hallenge is a popular event in
C hicago, he ld every Memo rial
Day weekend, in which teams of
contestants are g iven a theme and
72 hours to make a shon film.
Aside from the C halle nge,
Ste phens said the company's six
board members send out a call for
e ntnes and screen applicants to
find the most quali tied filmmakers
for their seasonal films.
Erik Gernand applied when he
moved bac k to the Midwest from
Atlanta
this
pas t
summe r.
Gernand's piece, "A S pirit
Withm." came from h1s ante rest in
o lder bualdmgs and the~r signifi·
cance to the people who inhabit
them.
" It seemed hke everyone I
talked to who hved m an o lder
bualding made a consc1ous c hoice
to be there," Gemand said.
" People thought it was neat that
they can be m a home and know

that one hundred years ago there
were people in the church who
were part o f the civil rights m ove·
ment in the '60s."
For Gernand, Dugan and the
o ther filmmakers, this documen·
tary not only provides a chance for
them to get their wo rk into the
community but a way for them to
hone their own skills. For Stephens
it is a chance for the community to
see a world outside its own.
" I hope [people) find some thing
tho ught provoking," Stephens
said. " I hope they learn something
about the artistry in their home city
a nd what makes it special, because
it shows all these different threads
and things going on in the city that
contribute to the vibrancy o f why
C h icago is a great city. [It) reminds
you that there are little things like
this going on every day."

'Ch1cagoJ60 · screenings take
place at Chicago Filmmakers
building, 5243 N. Clark St., March
3 • 5. 8 p.m.
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e move
A lack of funds and a clear sound definition won't stop
Kiss Me Deadly from rocking their hearts out across the country
By Tiffany Breyne/A&E Edito r
When Adam Poulin , Emily
EFzabeth and Erik Peterson met
l'P at college !n Montreal. the
p:ans weren ' t to start a band and
to~r :he country. But ever since
t 1:e three Amcric>.ns :earned up
w;oh Car.adih n Mathieu du
~1 o~itie r, tt seems as tho~gh
!hcy've managea to do pretty well
as the l!p-and-coming indie rock
band Kiss Me Deadly.
The
band- Poulin
and
Elizabeth both on guitar and
vocals, Peterson on drums,
Montier on bass and Sophie
Trudeau joining in periodi cally on
violin- may be on the scene a bit
later than the rest of the Canadian
se nsations :hat made it big last
year, (Broken Socia l Scene,
Arcade Fire), but their dancy,
emo-style music makes them
worth the wait. With their latest
album , Misty Medley, in stores,
the band prepares for a orth
American tour. Poulin took time
to talk to The Chronicle about
what fuels the band and how they
see themselves .

like a wall of sound and that, to
me, is why people say that . I like
to think the way someone plays
guitar has a texture to it. It doesn't
have to be so cut and dry. And
then it gets called shoegazing
because it's, I don't know, totally
over the top guitar masturbation. I
find myself saying rock because I
feel like it 's the biggest umbrella
term there possibly is. We really
struggle to tell people a satisfying
answer to that question. All
bands, I'm sure, bring together

tons of influences as far as the
members go. It just becomes hard
to say.
A lot of hands go th ro ugh that
penniless phase in the beginning. What point are you guys
at?
[The band is] certainly not my job
yet or at this time . I' m a preschool
teacher when I'm not on the road.
And that 's really been frustrating
over the last year, having one foot
in the job and one foot in the

band. It's tough to be fully
focused on either one. We toured
last May, then November,
December, and now again March
and April, and for the first two we
were able to get time off from
jobs. Now people are kind of losing jobs and moving- ! moved all
my stuff back to my folks' house.
It is what it is, so [just being in a
band] doesn 't work . I was talking
to Emily, and we were having a
super- stressed out money talk.
I' m not trying to play my violin or

T he C hronicle: Why did you
guys decide to name yourself
after the 1955 movit?
Poulin: Well it 's kind of an old
name " ow for us, for say fi ve or
s ix years. A t the ume it was a toss
up between that and some sort of
weird s~ tci!ite name we had found
i:; an 0 lc! NASA book. And at the
time ti,ere wasn 't a lo: of weight
tv it; ;t s~emed more appropriate.
It stuck and w~'ve struggled with
war.ting to change it or not, but I
suppose it 's come to embody us
and vice versa. [We're] wnh it till
the end. The movie is pretty spectacular otherwise. I mean it's a
film noir. People say it was the
last one- [it] marked the end of
an era. So the characters are
hyper-dramatic between the really
sg11are-jawed to ugh guy and the
girl who needs his help, and it's
srper-steremyped- every role in
it is. And in the end, this g uy is
looking for somethin g, but he
doesn't even know what it is he's
looking for, and there's all these
weird apocalyptic things at the
end. Then aside from that, the
whole thing- sex and death I
guess- is Kiss Me Deadly.
People often d escribe l(jss M e
Deadly as a shoegazing band ;
what does this term mean, a nd
is th at wh at you g uys call yourself?
Oh boy, well when it was first
introduced to me, the soecific etymology of the term had to do
with, [there's] so many effect pedals that [players] had to be staring
at their feet the who:e time, or it
was a general mopiness that they
just had the;r head down like,
"What in the world is good
enough to look up fo r?"
Describing us, I think it 's just
'cause our record is so muddy,
everything blends into each other

anything like that, but some of the
little practical things you have to
deal with. But it's a part of it.
Every band deals with it in some
way- even the bands that are
super-hyped and blown up.
So phie Trudea u of Godspeed
You ! Black Emperor plays violin for you g uys a nd helped out
on Misty Medley. What was it
like working with her ?
We were just close friends with
her for a couple years before and
it just came about. She plays in
probably a dozen different bands
at any given time. We bugged her
to play with us and it was fun. It
worked out and we really like
what she brings to the mix, I suppose. But right before we recorded with her she broke her coll ar
bone, which is a pretty important
pan of [playing] the violin. So
even when she recorded she
would, well, not psych herself up
like a football player, but she'd
have to do it at her own pace
[depend ing on] however much
she could deal with her pain. It
was such a weird thing to play
with her and have her write with
us and then record with us. Then
all this stuff with her injury came
about, and so then it was bac k to
the fou r of us. It changes the way
things are. There 's strength in
numbers. I understand why all o r
those bands just get , like, nine
people together and go onstage. I
mean with Godspeed, they have
13 people at some points onstage.
[It 's] such a force to be reckoned
with . I mean, you ' re not gonna
heckle a dozen people- if it 's
fo ur people, it makes a difference.
Do yo u guys deal with hecklers
a lot?
I guess there's not a lot of heckling. Of course there has been
some. I don't know that we could
go down in the history books as
the band that was just heckled
more th an any other, but think
what that would amount to .
'Cause most bands- if you get
heckled a lot- you probably
break up and you're not a band.
So to get that title, you have to
bite your tongue and get through
it. You have to be fueled by the
heckling.

Above: Kiss Me Deadly doesn't have issues with personal space. Belo w : Emily Elizabeth sends
o ut good music vibes while performing onstage.

What a re yo u g uys fueled by
then?
Unrequited sexual energy. Sex
and death again. o, at this point
we're such an inefficient work ing
band.
But what are we fuel ed
by? I know I set myse lf up in a
corner with that one. Now I can't
think of what we' re fueled bv.
Reall y just adlib on that.
·
Kiss Me Deadly IVi/1 he playing
at Sc/111has. 3 159 N. Sowhport
Ave.. March 2 at 9 p m. For more
information on th e band v1sit
www.kmdband. com.
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Pilsen in
Color

Photos by Mauricio Rubio

Just off the 18th Street Bl ue Li ne stop lies
the Pi lsen neighborhood , home to one of the
largest Mexican populations in the country.
Pilsen is rich i n colorful murals and street
life . However, P ilsen is also in a state of flux .
Currently both longtime res idents and newc omers to the neighborhood are throwing
around heated words like "gentrification " and
" revitalization ," with 25th Ward Alderman
Danny Solis pushing for Pilsen to receive
landmark status from the c ity of Ch icago .
Pilsen is truly at a crossroads .
The followi ng photos are a w indow into the
Pil sen community. Everyday scenes that the
people· there live . The people give Pilsen its
trtle color. Everywhere there is the human
touch of art , work , and a sense of community. From the baker prepar ing h is morning
tre ats in h is store , to people feed ing the
bi rds on a brisk afternoon , these locals
enr ich t he community.
Luis Garcia of 18th Street Panaderia makes his morning batch of baked treats.

Blue 1

ChOCOiOte gets sophisticated

. . . . . .i;i ....

Chicago-area candy stores are transformed with the rise of chocolate lounges
By Sa m Li bretti/Associate Editor
Chicago has long been known as
being on the cutting edge when it
comes to food. Now, establishments called chocolate lounges
have popped up to add new flavor
to the city's dessert market.
In the past few months, the
chocolate lmmge has quietly established a foothold in the city. A
chocolate lounge differs from the
more traditional retail confectionaries in that it features more than just
smaller. gift-sized chocolates and
often provides an intimate area
where patrons can sit and eat
One of the fastest-growing
chocC~late lounges is Ethel's, which
has I 0 locations throughout
Chicagoland,
accmding
to
spokesman Matt Koharn. The first
Ethel's opened last April in
Evanston, and two are located on
the Magnificent Mile at 522 N.
Michigan Ave. antl 900 N.
Michigan Ave.
" We've had a great reception in
the city, which has made it easy for
!!lore stores to roll out quickly,"
Kohamsaid
Chicago's reputation as a city
that appreciates diversity in food
apparently preceded it (which also
may lend credibility to Men's
Fitness magazine's ranking of
Chicago as the nation 's far.est city),
and it was the ortly market that
Ethel's set up shop in.

"We did a lot of research about
where we would do the best,"
Koham said. "Chicago made sense,
since interest in food here is so
strong."
The model that Ethel's is cultivating, Koham said, is one of the
only ones in the nation, but the
store isn't alone in the city's chocolate lounge industry. The Chocolate
Cafe, 847 W. Randolph St., opened
last May.
Bob Signorelli, a manager at the
Chocolate Cafe who also holds a
degree from Columbia in radio and
broadcasting, said that the lounge's
owners worked from a model that
had done well in Indiana.
"A company called South Bend
Chocolate proved that the blueprint
was one that worked well, and so
far it has been pretty successful in
Chicago," Signorelli said.
The clientele of the lounges
varies with the time of day.
Signorelli said that during the day,
traffic usually consists o f people
taking a work break or having a
casual meeting, whereas nights and
weekends will be busy with people
on dates or bringing out the family.
Because Ethel's has so many
locati0ns in the city, Koharn said
that c· .stomer base varies on location, and the company tailors each
lounge to the community it is in.
"We do see different demograph-

ics based on what store you're talking about," Koham said. "At the
downtown locations, we'll have
people taking out a client to talk or
tourists coming in as they 're walking. In Evanston, for example,
there will be more families coming
in, or people w ho just saw a movie
and want to go out somewhere
else."
Both chocolate lounges offer
more than just pieces of candy.
Ethel 's sells various types of coffee
and soft drinks. The Chocolate
Cafe serves ice cream desserts and
lunch fare like soups and sandwiches, and features the option of
private parties on its second level.
The fact that Ethel's has diverse
locations has worked in its favor.
Having two locations on the
Magnificent Mile has also helped
bus iness. Sarita Townsend, a
Chicagoan in her mid-20s, said that
she bought a box of Ethel's chocolate for her aunt 's birthday from its
522 N. Michigan Ave. location
after passing by the 900 N .
Michigan Ave. s tore.
" I tried a piece of the chocolate
and it was pretty good,"
Townsend said. "I think I' d try
coming back to actually sit down,
although the prices do seem a little high." At Ethel's, a bag of four
assorted chocolates costs a little
more than $6.

s.

Chocolate lounges like Ethel's, 522 N. Michigan Ave., have added
a new dimension to dining out in the city.
Koham said that the chocolate
lounge is breaking the mold of a
traditional chocolate store while at
the same time offering people an
alternative for going out to have a
quiet conversation.

" Almost everyone loves chocolate," he said. "The chocolate
lounge is a way to take that and put
it in a new market."

Wabash

NEED PHOTO GEAR?
Want To Save Money?
(Who Doesn't?)

We Participate In Student I Facuity Photographic
Equipment Purchase Plans From:
• Bogen (Includes Manrrouo, Metz. Gitzo. Gossen, elinchrom, Lastolite, Legion Paper. Delsey. Lastolite,
Reflecmedia. Forman Filters, Avenger & Carl Products)

• ExpoDisc White Balance Filters
• Hasselblad
• Lowepro Bags
• Mamiya (Includes Mamlya. Sokonlc, Monaco.Tcnba, Toyo-VIow. & PockotWizord Products)
• Tamron Lenses
Ask For Details
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Apple Store at Columbia College
Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway

Fiil&i•l;hj

(312)-344-8622
www.colum.edu/applestore
applestore@colum.edu
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History on the big screen
by Hunter Clauss
Whether it was by following Truman Capote as he
researched his novel In Cold
Blood or listening to Edward
R. Murrow as he challenged
Sen. Joseph McCarthy, ftlmgoers have been getting a
dose of history lately-but just
a dose because movies often
veer away from fact.

mcy of h istor y-base d m ovies like .la m es
Cam eron's Titanic, Spike Lee's M:t!co/m X
a nd S hck har Kapur's Eliznbeth.

always bee n tha t histo rical accuracy is
not a ma tter o f facts," Falzone said.
" It's a m atter of truths."

Rust r esea rches t he e vents and people depicted in such m ovies but he said h e
doesn't do it sole ly to point o ut his tori cal
inavc u racics.

T he " truth" Falzone mentio ned is
t he certa in ty of the director's vision a nd
the the m es he o r s he is trying to evoke.
Thro ug h this principle, it is all right to
ignore certain fac ts if they a rc irre levant
o r if they get in t he way of the m ajor
themes o f the m ovie .

··J ha\·c a fane~· for historical movies,"
Husr s aid . llis appreciation uf such movies is
based o n a curiosit y to learn m ore about the
actual eve nts and people h~· usin~ the movie
a» a spri n~ hoard .

r' alzo nc illus trates this principle
by pointing o ut t hat if a movie like
Titanic..· was directe d by David

\\"hilc hi, intc rc» t in his to ry has hecn
rc-sparl1cd h~· thc»c kind., of nHI\·ics. Hu><t said Crone n be rg (I "idcoclrom c and , \ History
he hope~ othe r, wi ll :d~o ., lop h~· a !oval
of" \ "iulcncc ), rhc m ovie wou ld hm·e bee n
lihr;u·~· ami Mud y up on hi., tor\· to be tt e r
comple te ly differe nt because of his style
i /i,ror~·-IJa,cd movie, lil1c: C:1p"tc a nd
inforn1 thcmsch-e~ with f:tcts :u1<l infon n at io n . antl thcmL' selection .
(,rJ()d Ni!Jiu. and (;()fJd /,u,:/c have no r only
lie point» 11 111 th:tl hi»tor~· is tau~lu a>< a »uhAlso some fa c ts d o no r need to be
l".:cn "uccc,,ful ar the b11x ,,ffic:c: bur have
jcct in ., chool and tllU>-1 thv rcforc he impor·included. Falzo ne said . . \n l!Xample. he
dr,minatc:d tl1 c: nomination, for t he 2()()(,
tant bvc:rusc the t r uth m a tters.
said. ca n he fou nd in Cameron 's Titanic.
Academ y Award,.
.Son1c h istor~· huffs complained about the
Hichard Fried. a histor~· p rnfc><sor at
Three <•ur of the live lll<wic:, IH>minart lw llu iver»ity of lllinoj, at Chica~o who has
abse nce of t he Californian. wh i1.•h was a
'~d f11r IJc:,t film we re J,;,,cd ' "' ac tual
:rut bored A/e n tl~:rinst Alc.:C::rrrh.'· a nd
ca r~o s hip about Jl) m il<!s awa~· that ma~·
(;"/c nh :md pe ople : r:aputc:, (;fir)( / Ni~ht.
Ni~htm:rre in !<eel: Th e Ald.':trtlr.1· 1\'r:r in
hm·e SL'L'n the flai rs of th~.· sinkin,l! Titanic.
and r;,,,"f /,uc:/c and !1/unic.:h. \\'hilc: it ;,
l 'ersf'ec.:til•,:, :-.aid that while a cnovic like Cuod
F:d w nc said that a f:wt like that is
nor in the.: IJc.:•.t filn1 c.:arcgury, the .luhnuy
Ni~lrr. :rnd ( ;.,ocf LrH:Ii wa, cnjo~·:rhk· to wntch . llllll e-.·es><: ny hc,·ause it would nor h m·e
La,h l,i.,pic 1\!:J//c the: Unc: IIJ:,v 1<.: ra l<ing
it did ta l<e !">II III C arti»ti c frc<.·dom .
ndd1.·d 1111~·r hin,l! to 1lw 1h~.·m~.·s C:nH~.· n•n
IH,mc 'iC>rllc award·. witlJ .luaquin l'huc n ix
focu><cd o n in the lllo\·ic.
" What it did, and what T \ ' foll<s a hnr~·s
lllmJinatcd f.,r bc:~ t :1c tor and l<cc:<c
du, ;, exaggcra tv th e irnpor tn n vc o f T\' 's ro le
" Who L'llres'~" Fa lzon._· nsk~.•,t. " It h ns
Wi thc rNpurm ft,r J,cst :u.:tr<.:,N.
in MvC::rr thy's dnw n f:dl," Fried .~nid . "There
no thin.l! to d o wit h wha t the mu,·k \\11s try()rhcr hi~t,•ry lm ,cd m ovie::-. on d ccl<
were con~tnc ntnto rs who had In n~ hc fnn:
1
in,i! to ""~'· Besides tluH, I nr,l!uc d . ' \\'dl. li>r
:trc tw,, ) / I I ·in~pircd film s, W"r!d Tmd~·
t:d<e n tire lc11d. Murrow followed ."
<1od 's snl1e. did rh ,• pcopk• o n thl' hollt
Cc:ntc.:r :111d Fli,t!ht 'J.1, a~ well a~ t h rce
IIJ HI\1' th11 t s h ip wns 0\'<.'r thcl"l..•? ' No."
Fr ivd ~cvs Mu rrow 's role in th • dow n"''''<.: J,j,,pic~. I•ilmgucr~ will :ol ~u get a
full of MvC::, th~r 11.~ un effect m rhc r th11n 11
.So n1 c fn~.'ls. thou,l!h . sll\>uld lltll h ..•
ti,limp~<e int11 the life ••f legc JJd:~ry pinup
<.::tnsc . Md :u1t h y wu.~ ttl n.·ud~· los ing :-;uppnr t
tin ii-.Tud with . Fulzo n ._, su id. In 7'ir:rnil'. rh ...•
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to be a fad to Rust, Falzone me ntio ns that
details and fac ts wrong, Falzone believes
these types of movies require a much larger
that movies arc not responsible for the
production bud~et in order to capture the
preservatio n of history.
Falzone m e ntioned m ost high school
time pe riod in which they take place .
textbook s show former president Woodrow Costumes, sets and research costs are all
Wilson as the great founde r of the League
ve ry expensive a nd work against the movie
of Na tions. Wh at the textbooks o fte n
when it comes to b ox office returns. In
essence, increased production costs decrease
exclude is the fac t that Wilso n openly
e ndorsed the Ku Klux Kla n . The darker
the amount of money that can be made.
"Hollywood will te nd to say, 'We don't
side to som e of history's greatest fi gures is
ofte n comple te ly ignored in education ,
do those unless they're action film s [like J
Gladiator,"' Falzone said . "They leave it to
Falzone said .
"History is not being preserved a nythe independents o r foreign films to cover
whe re," Falzone said . ·'That's the sad part."
those bases. So you h ave, this year, two indeAlthough histo rical movies may seem

pendent films that arc covering the historical b ent ."
Despite all of the problems that face
historical movies, Falzone said what makes
these types of movies so appealing is the
opportunity for fihngoers to sec influential figures like Capote or Murrow as regular people.
"All of us, we're nothing more than
one spot o n the continuum of histor y,"
Falzone said . "The reason I thin I' [historical
movies J appeal to people is because we see
ourselves in the past. We sec part of the
continuum that we' re on."
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Friendships one webpoge ot olime
Internet seNes as haven for gay community
By Annie Kelly/Staff Writer
When Columbia sophomore Jar basis. With the rapid growth of
Ryan Yoder was in high school he the Internet and the consis tent teaswas called a fag. Already unsure of ing at many high schools, more and
his sexuality, the teasing by fellow more gay individuals are turning to
s tudents discouraged him from their computers to explore their
openly discussing the possibility of sexuality and openly discuss their
him being gay, and the Internet situation.
Finding support onhne isn't hard.
became his outlet.
Online, Yoder was able to meet A simple Internet search can prove
and interact with others who were exactly how large the gay online
going through a similar situation. community has become: There 's
By the middle o f his freshman year Gay Wired, an online entertainment
magazine; Queerty, a daily blog
of college he wa~ out of tl1e closet.
"Talking to otl1er people who aimed at a GLBT audience; Gay
were like me boosted my self- Crawler, an online d irectory that
esteem and helped me come out includes personal pages o f gay individuals; and a plethora of other
sooner," Yoder said.
Ryan Yoder's brother, Bill, is also sites.
Kris Vire, who writes for the blog
gay. A year older than Ryan, Bill
Yoder knew he was gay in high Gapers Block, is an active member
school. but kept it a secret from o f the gay online community. On
everyone, including his brother. March 2, for the second year in a
Being with other males made Bill row, he is hosting the Chicago Gay
Yoder feel like a "sinner." Before Bloggers Bash, a social event that
coming out, he too turned to the brings together area bloggers. An
avid blogger for over four years,
Internet for support.
"I used it as a means of staying Vire remembers what it was like
grounded," Bill Yoder said. "I inter- growing up gay in Arkansas, "preacted with people who knew what I Brokeback Mountain, pre-'Will &
Grace', pre-'Eilen."'
was going through at the time."
He enrolled at Columbia in 2003
When Vire got his first AOL
and came out two years later.
account after high school graduaBill and Ryan Yoder 's stories are tion, the online community helped
not unique. According to the 2003 him discover that he wasn't alone.
National School Climate Survey, Slogging, he believes, is an imporwhich was a report published by the tant aspect of the gay community.
Gay, Les bian and
Straight
" I think it's important that those
Education Network, four out of five of us who have chosen to make our
GLBT students heard homophobic voices public with our blogs .. . can
comments in high school on a regu- increase our visibility and represent

the diversity of GLBT people as a
whole," Vire said
Bill and Ryan Yoder aren 't bloggers, but instead find their community on MySpace, the popular website in which registered users create
personalized pages that their friends
and anyone else on the site can
view.
Bill Yoder can't even imagine
how different his life, and the lives
of others, would be without the
Internet.
"The process of recognizing who
you are would take longer, and
meeting people would be really difficult," he said.
In 1996, Howard Rheingold,
autho r o f the book Th e Virtual
Community , spoke before a federal
court, arguing against a proposed
act that would have allowed the
web to be censored. The virtual
conununity, he argued, is the real
purpose of the Internet.
" ln modem society, it is often difficult to find people who share
interests and values," Rheingold
wrote. " The virtual community
enables people to ... establish relationships that might otherwise
never have formed."
Nedd Kareiva is the founder and
director of Stop the American Civil
Liberties Union, an online coalition
based out of Chicago. He believes
that in the homosexual community,
relationships formed online are created due to a loneliness that accompanies the gay lifestyle. According

Ryan Yoder, a 19-year-old music business major, believes the
Internet can combat intolerance toward homosexuality.
to Kareiva, people g ravitate
towards this lifestyle due to a lack
of bonding, or abuse in the home as
a child.
"There 's the desire to want
friendships," Kareiva said. "They
want love and they think maybe
that (the Internet) is where it's at.
Coming out for most is putting a
bandage on a wound that's not healing."
Despite each person's reason or
purpose for coming out, the Internet

has often assisted in this process
through the community it provides.
Ryan believes it has also contributed to the acceptance ofGLBT
individuals.
"If we didn't have the Internet
there would be a lot more people
who wouldn't tolerate homosexuality because it wouldn't be out there
quite as much as it is now. It wouldn't be part of our society," Ryan
Yoder said.
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Stond-up mokes 0 c·omebO'Ck''
Local group aims to bring back stand-up comedy in Chicago
By Brian Sarna/Staff Writer
Nick Vatterotr finished his set at
Gunther Murphy's by revealing an
acous tic guitar and his cell phone.
lie called SBC Yahoo to get hi s
h,;me phone.service turned back on,
ictting the audience listen to the
': ustomer service calL Vattero tt
strummed his guitar as the service
menu we nt through the cpt ion~. He
ev~n e ntered his accoun t number
via guitar chord, s inging his request
to the operator. Kevit;. The bit
ettcled with Kevin tryint! to ertter the
melodic information ~1nd asking
Vattero!t to "please repeat that second verse.''
Vatterott is a comedian "'ith
Chicago Underground Comedy.
Every
Tuesday,
C hicago
Underground, whose creed is to
promote alternative stand-up comedy, showcases its comedians at
Gunther Murphy's, 1638 W.
Belmont Ave. Tony Sam, cofounder of Chicago Underground
Comedy and its producer.1-;!irector,
said the jokes are cerebral, like
Vatterott's phone call set on
Valentine's Day
Chicago Underground is trying
to lead the charge to bring stand-up
comedy back to Chicago, a city
dominated by irnprov. Sam, who is
also a research associate at
Children's Memorial Research
Center, said that by promoting a
show that focuses on comics who
do not use the premise-setup-punch

line formula he hopes to capture the
young professional crowd.
Sam me'ltivned that some
com ics, like Vatterott, also studied
improv. That improv experience
helps add something to the perfonnance, Sam said.
'· It 's so much more interactive
and animated." Sam said.
\Vhile Sam said he still loves to
do improv on occasion, the standup bug bit him two and a half years
ago after a couple of open-mic sets
at Joy Blue and the Lyons Den,
which was one of the most prominent open-mic stand-up venues in
the city at the time Since then he
has more actively pursued stand-up,
starting the C hicago Underground
in May of2005 .
"It's addictive, that instant grati-·
fication. " he said, " When they
laugh it's like, 'Yeah, give me some

more. !'mjonesin'."
Sam ,;aid that th~re are a few differences between stand-up and
irnprov. Technically, a comic goes
into stand-up with a script or at least
a game plan, but in irnprov the actor
has no idea what to expect
Culturally, Sam said, stand-up is
a little more self-indulgent Improv
groups share the limelight and the
responsibility to make the audience
laugh. As a stand-up comic, it's on
one person.
Columbia offers students the
chance to give stand-up comedy a

Columbiil
Chronicle
CliiSSifieds
Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25
per word with a $5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in full prior
to publication. All ads will be published
in the order of purchasing date
Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
Stude nts, Here what you need
to make extra money. Vis it me
@ www.website.ws/lanena
Password: Lanena
Want to get paid well to perform while worki ng outside all
summer? S&adog Cruises is
looking for outgoing enthusiastic docents for the coming
season to narrate tours of the
.:;!licago River. Beginning 4/1

shot Adam Van Vleet, a 20-yearold animation major, recently tried
his hatld at stand-up at the Wise Ass
C<>n1edy N ight on Feb. 16. He read
from a sexual experience found in
the Psychiatric Times to the music
of Isaac Hayes with a volunteer
from the 1udience. Van Vleet said
that all comedy is basically the
same.
"Comedy is an art fonn everyone
can do; it just takes sincerity," Van
Vleet said.
Van Vleet, like Sam , also takes
classes at i.O. He said that he had
heard about the open mic event and
decided that it was a good venue to
try stand-up.
He said tha t C hicago is an
improv-focused town because so
many legends of improv, like Viola
Spohn, Pa ul Sills, David Shepard
and Del Close, are from the city.
The hosts o f the Wise Ass
Comedy Series, Alexa Hanrahan
and Will Crespo, have a different
take on the domination o f irnprov in
the city.
"Watching an improv group
work together is a lot more charming," Hanrahan said.
Crespo said he thinks stand-up is
dead because of quick one-liners
and the waning attention of young
people today. He said multiple performers on the stage at the same
time are better s uited for the
younger generation's limited atte n-

and running through 10/31. Fulltime during summer months.
Ple<Jse send inquiries to
dogjobs@pyi.com

* * #·J Spring Break Website!
Low prices guaranteed. Free
Meals & Free Drinks. Book 11
people, get 12th trip free! Group
Discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
www.leisuretours.com or 800·
838-8202.
Compassionate Woman Needed
Do you want to help a wonderful
couple achieve their dream of
having a family? We are looking
for caring, compassionate,
anonymous Chicago egg donors
who want to help give the gift of
life. Donors must be 20-29, nonsmoker, and healthy. You will
receive $5000 each time you
donate. Please em ail us for an
application (please give us reference #32) and go to our web site
for more information at
www.buildingfamilieseggdonation .com

approach to stand-up comedy at Gunther Murphy's, 1638 W
Belmont Ave.
tion span.
Hanrahan said a theater ensemble
is more appreciated.
But Sam disagrees. He said people are m ore forgiving with irnprov
because the audience knows that
what is happening on stage is being
thought up that moment Sam said
stand-up crowds are more reserved
and "are like, ' Make me laugh

now.'"
Chicago Underground started
when
Gunther
M urphy's
approached Sam and some other
comedians to do a weekly show.
Originally, the bar wanted an open

m ic night, but the group decided to
create a showcase to keep the talent
level high. He said that there are
plenty of open mics for comics
throughout the city.
Chicago Underground is trying
to gain some national attention. On
Feb. 28 it will tape and produce the
first of three shows it plans to send
to Comedy Central's " Premium
Blend." The group hopes the program will be interested in picking
up one of its comedians. It wouldn't
be the first time: Prescott Talk, one
of Chicago Underground's comedians, has already appeared on the
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Reviews
•••

Mates of State
Bring it Back

••

The forthcoming album by
husband and wife duo Mates
The Polkaholics
of State, Brj>~g it Back, doeso 't Polka iiber Alles
break new ground. But it is a
sugary-sweet collection of
keyboard-heavy indie pop .
with more cheerful harmonies
than a children's chorus. And
that's more than en'ough ·to .
make these tired chord progressions sound revelatory.
-J. Danna

•• •

T hi s collection of interviews
T he Co mics Journa l does have some gems in it.
Libr ary: T he W riter s
Alan Moore (V for Vendetla),
Tom Spurgeon
Marv Wolfman (Crisis on
Infinite Earths) and science
fict ion author Harlan Ellison
are incl uded, but there are
some really low points, like
th e interview with Steve
Gerber, creator of the terribly
dated Howard the Duck. T his
book is geared for fan boys.
- H. Clauss

••

Maxim
March issue

•••••

•••

Fans of Bravo's reality-based
televis ion show can find out
what happened to all of the
designers who were kicked
off, and what they all think of
each other. Highlights of the
show included a montage of
Santino 's Tim Gunn impressions. Downers, though,
included Daniel V. 's old
women's haircut.- H. Clauss

•
•
•
Roles of J ames W oods

From the 'l,c :d-tongued Cleve
•
•
•
in Best Selier to the one-liner Movie realis.m
spewing alpfia-male tough guy
cop John Moss in Th e Hard
Way, James Woods is still the
ultimate bad boy of cool.
Photojournalists to th is day
glorify his role in Salvador.
I'm sure we can forg ive John
Carpenter's Vampires. Colin
Farrell who?
- C. Jakubowski

Feb. 22's
" Project Runway"

All th e President 's
Men Two-Disc
Edition

Friday night at the old folks '
home meets frat house kegger.
Sure, the tunes are catchy and
the lyrics witty. Who wouldn't
be intrigued by titles like
"Pimps of Polka" and "Beer,
Broads and Brats"? But,
unless you're slamming down
Old Styles at Oktoberfest, 14
songs are way too much of
w hat is just a fabulously fun
novelty.-J. Fischer
This month 's issue of the popular men 's magazine featu res
scantil y-clad women, crude
humor and tips to pick up
ladies at the bar- just like the
February issue ... and the
January issue . . and the
December issue. If this isn't
the male vers ion of Cosmo, I
don't know what is.
- J. Jaworski

Alan J. Pakula's 1976 hit has
been packaged with several featurettes that take a look into the
making of this classic investigative journalism film. Robert
Redford and Dustin Hoffinan
p lay Washington Post reporters
Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein. It's a must-see for
any journalism junkie or
Nixon-basher. -S. Libretti

While fi!ming a fight scene for
the new James Bond movie, a
remake of Casino Royale, an
extra accidentally clocked
Bond actor Dani el Craig,
knocking out two teeth.
Considering that Bond movies
are over-the-top, let's thank
the director for bringing back
realistic violence to the genre.
-E. Kasang

Premium Blend
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
M Gving from Atlanta to Chicago without a plan would
be a m3jor char.g(; fo: anybody, but for modem r.ountry
crooner Kelly Hogan, it was &I most li ke coming home.
The vibrancy of Hogan is incessant whether she's s ing ing
her he~rt out <'T ~"!king to a stranger. The singer is getting
reacy for " tour with Neko Case and is scheduled to play
a• South B\' Southwest in mid-March. In the meantime,
she 's bL•stling arc;.md the ci ty and working as a bar manager ~-t :1er h•·tori :e Chicago venue, the Hideout.
You ' r e tough to get • ho ld of; w h a t 's goin g on in
your life?
I' m doing this thing with XRT. They have a show on
Tuesdays, The Eclectic Company, wh ich is a really
good radio show. Nick Tremulis and Jon Langford a lternate u;ceks and it's o n from 10 [p.m. to] midnight. But
they talked to me about doing this thing that's called
"Under Kelly's Covers" where l cover a song every
week, which is cool, but it's a lot of work. So just life,
regular life- [and] getting ready to go on tour with
Neko Case and stuff.
You ' re o rigina lly fr o m A tlanta. Why d id you come to
C hicago?
I'd never lived anywhere else, although I'd toured extensively forever and ever. But I picked Chicago 'cause it
kind of has a northern hillbilly aesthetic in a way. I was
turned on by the action-packed feel of the city. Like, I
haven 't s lept since I moved here. I just wanted to kind of
challenge myself on all different levels . You gotta hustle a
little harder here, which I enjoy. It's highbrow and lowbrow, there's less bullshi! [and] it 's a pretty straightforward city. And then there was a dude, but that's a P.S.

Did you have any p lan s wh en you came h ere?
I had a plan to not do music anymore 'cause I'd done it
for so long, and I was in debt from putting rental vans on
credit cards for tours. I was in debt, and I just wanted to
see if I could not do music, so that was my plan. I didn 't
know where I was gonna wo rk. My loose plan was to
work at Crafty Beaver hardware store because l wanted a
T-shirt that said Cra fty Beaver. But then I ended up working for Bloodshot Records 'cause their publicist had left
really suddenly, and I had kind of done that informally for
my own band. I moved here on a Tuesday and went to
work on a Wednesday morning. I was still trying not to do
music anymore, but l went nuts pretty quick, 'cause that's
just what l do.
W hat do you get out of doing m usic, then ?
l don't even know. It's more like I have to do it. I don't
know if it's like a selfish thing; it's like a feeling I get.
There is, li ke, a sens ual pleasure to it for me I can't even
explain. Especially harmonizing with people; it's like a
fe-eling that I crave, but it 's actually a physical sensation. I
always say I gotta keep singing or I'll get a tumor.
Believe me, I wish I could shut up. I wish I could not do
it, 'cause I sure would like health insurance and be able to
sleep at night and not worry about finances like I do.

Kelly Hogan is starting her tour with Neko Case March
17. Until then, visit her at the Hideout, 1354 W Wabansia
Ave.. every Tuesday night or check out www.bloodshotrecords.com.

- T. Breyne

••

Quasi
When the Going Gets
Dark

In their frrst album in three
years, the musical hybrid of
guitarist Sam Coomes and
Sleatcr-Kinney drummer Janet
Weiss is still alive and kicking. More improvised t!lan the
last ones, the album, which
hits stores March 21 , is a mess
of noise explosions mixed in
with Coomes' ordinary but
raw and intriguing voice.
- T. Breyne

•••

The 2005 Playboy Music
Awards get accompanied this
month by an interview with
Kanye West and 20 questions
for Franz Ferdinand. The
choices for the 25 sexiest
celebrities offer no surprises.
Instead, it feels like a collection that's one half famous
ladies and the other half
women the publication could
actually find nude file photos
of- you know, if you're into
that sort of thing. - D. Strum

• •••

The re-release of this Disney
classic couldn't be any cooler.
Not only is this a beautiful
story about frolicking puppies, extras include neverbefore-seen deleted scenes, a
virtual board game and "Your
Inner Bark," a personality
profile. One heart was taken
off because it's not on YHS,
which breaks my vintage
heart. - T. Breyne

Playboy
March issue

Lady and the Tramp
50th Anniversary D VD

•
•
•
•
C urt Gowdy

•

Curt Gowdy died Feb. 20 atier
a long battle with leukemia.
Gowdy was the voice for the
Boston Red Sox for 15 years,
and provided Sox fan s with
many personal moments. He
never considered himself to be
better than the game, and he
would sometimes state the
obvious. Curt was an experienced announcer who added a
personal touch to his broadcasts. - M. Rubio

Kelly Hogan
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to the nines

Crossword

fashion@columbia

ACROSS
1 Mariner

7 Euphemistic
expletive
11 Shape with an
ax
14 Spanish
weather baby?
15 One of HOMES
16 Yale alum
17 _ pink (delight)
18 Loud report
19 _ Miguel, CA
20 • Jude"
21 Ceases work
23 Wearing shoes
25 Courses
26 _ of the above
27 T1ny veggie
28 Heavily
burdened

The most important part of
Marcelis Wyatt's
is fi nding
t hat haven't
it into
nstream yet.
to find
r I know
else is
right now
take off
so I'm already
dqwr wit h it when
it's)lot," the junior
majo r said.
said that
his clothes,
fur coat he
from
r stores that
iliar with on
Side.
a lot of
with pee t here, so I
always know what's
going o n," Wyatt
said.
Wyatt's jewelry is
from his independent hip-hop label,
Last Don Records,
and his aviators are
his usual ·choice for
eyewear.

29 Cha~rmaker
30 More Bohemian
32 Rav1Shankar's
Instrument
34

Make a second
appearance

36 Make known
40 Tender spots
42 Eye part
43

Stage front

46 DA 's workload

Thole insert
49 Roll of film
50 Wanted poster
48

6 Fish eggs
7 Argues in an

orderly way
8 Spider or tick
tnformation
9 Skating arenas
51 Pism~res
10 Images in rev.
52 Making
11 "Ben-Hur" star
(onesell) scarce 12 "Seinleld"
54 Jan. honoree
character
55 Diamond stat
; 3 Champion
56 Ain't right?
21 Block ol paper
57 Glass
22 Going
1ngredient
nowhere?
60 Gore and Hirt
23 Rigging support
61 Boat beam
24 Roll-call call
62 Sites for lights
25 Chef 's gizmo
63 Hanoi holiday
28 Reveal
64 Gentling word
29 Bats' habitats
65 Ruler measure 31 Strip in a shoe
33 Becomes
DOWN
fatigued
1 Confirmed
35 Lies back
2 He's "The
37 Disney film,
Greatest"
with "The"
3 tn an early
38 ltsy-bitsy biter
stage
39 Supports for
4 Took a shine to
glasses
5 Just
41 PiOUS
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Ark's mount
44 Small stone
45 Hold one's
ground
47 Droop
50 Confused
5 1 Comic Woody
43
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53 T1ger's sponsor
54 Swampy land
57

Erie Canal
mule

58 Singer Stevens
59 Slivery-gray

Mau ricio Rublo/The Chronicle
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Out of My Head

}Jo"R._OSC O "t:>E..S

1>9'~... Dorr

Aries (March 21 - April20): You're one awkward moment away !Tom jumping off the deep end. That would be the deep end where you rub shit in your
hair because you no longer care about hygiene.

by Scotty Carlson

SORRY, CAN'T HELP YOU . THOSE
PROBLEMS ARE YOIJR OWN FAIJt.r.
GOD KNOWS !'VE TRIED, BUT !
CAN'T IMKE A IMN OUT OF YOU .

Taurus (April 21 - May 2 1): You will be visited by a prophet this week, and he
will have all the answers of the universe. But he will be disguised as a used car
salesman. so you will blow him off.

0

Gemini (May 22 - June 21): You' re right: The city really is giving you parking
t1 ckets every day for shits and giggles. It picks certain people to do this to period ically.

~ Cancer (June 22 - July 23): A w hirlwind romance will come and go for you
~

~
~

this week and leave you with a new (bad) haircut. an old (good) Girl Talk
board game and a picture o f you when you were 4 years old.
Leo (July 2-1 - i\ug. 23): Aller writing on your hand to remind yourself to do
th1ngs liw years, you 've tinnily decided to use tanoos. You'll renli~e your mistake as snun as you get today 's tanoo: "Remember to apply deodorant."

~

Vir!,tu (Aug. 24 Sept. 23): You've been trying to invclll words for years. and
~ you ''<' liml!l y httupon Oil<'. I'm not going to tell you what tt is. though. Just
tc:-.1 out a le w

~ L1bra (Sept ~-1

Oct. 23): Your hair rcmtnds I'<'Opic ,,f .1 warm summ<·r day.

~ aud your'""' smells o f ltl\ endcr. Oy G11d. you' re hcauuut u1tli11'

~

€It5

Scnqtul (Ck t. 2-1 N11\ .

2~): l'ut that ttwtty, you guddttmned SltllpklL>n!

Saglllllllus (N1w 2.1 n e,·. ~ I ) : Fmni-ly. I linn 'I sec whttt tlw:--' rc tnli-mg nh11ut.
I llt tui- 11 's perfectly line Ihut 1111 nd1· nrntutd h~ yours•· If'"' 11 h~<· . de htt ilt litr
two. ( ), Ihut Y
'"''"' 1h1· ••uly pnsnn 111 your burlw1:<hnp quurlt'l , Or thut Y<Ht
SIIICII.
( 'aplln>llt (Ik e 22

Jun . 20): \'ott Wtll lVIII

till

0S<'III thts 1\l't'i- tltt1'lll

l l~jl\1,

i\qutllnts (Jun. 2 I Ft·h. I11) Wlttk spdttni-ittg 1111 11 111\lttllllltnStdt' ) <'II 1\lll sec
th1· I tol y ( ;11111. Then you will set' 11 Slnthttci-s. Yntt <II II) httll' hill\' 11• 1).11
towaHI one, so yo11 ' ll go ti1r lhe 1'ollc1' ht•cuusc )'l>tt 'tt' i\IUI'tt<'tlt\,

~
~

I'IS<'t·s (Fch 20 Mur. 20)· 1'1 )' tu rcht\ , Tit•· 11ttot' snui-cs ) 1>u'"' sk-.:pu~ m
nnly h1tc II ott' lc t!!I)IICSSIVC,
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Hip-hop:
Artists hope to
make change
through music
Continued from Front Page
bring a fresh perspective to the
discourse."
Rapper Angl3 got the audience involved with her requests
that everyone be on their feet
and help sing· the chorus.
" I want you to feel like you
and I stayed up last night and

Applications:
More students
applying earlier
Continued from Front Page
increase is a litt!c bigger than other
institutions, but it is still a national
phenomenon ."
Many factors are causing the drastic
increase, said Mark Ke lly, vice president of Student Affairs: Online applications make it easier for students to
apply, Columbia is increasing in
popularity, and there are a record
number of high school graduates
around the country.
Four years ago Columbia began
aggressively marketing outside of
Jllinois, said Murphy Monroe,
executive director of Admissions.
He attributed this year 's increase to
those effcrts, which are now starting to take shape.
"When the college goes out to
recruit new students, we ' re not
always talking to high school seniors coming the next fa ll,"
Monroe said. "We're often talking !o freshman, sophomores and
juniors who arc a few years away
from coming to college. In those
conversations we started with a
nationa l audience four years ago;
they are rea lly starting to have an
impact on our numbers."
When separated into regional
categories, the data shows that
more students are applying from
outside the Midwest, w hich is
specified in the stduy as Illinois,
Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan and
Missouri. Applications from outside those states rose 52 percent
over this time last year, to I ,0 15.
Within the Midwest, but excluding
Illinois, applications rose 36 percent, to 682 . The city of Chicago
posted a 38 percent rise, "~' to 364
applications, with the greater m etropolitan area inc reasing 4 1 percent, up to 1, 106.
Administrators stressed that a
large increase in applications doesn't necessarily mean an equally
hefty increase in enrollment.
"That doesn't mean that we will
be 40 percent up in applications a
few months from now," Monroe
said. " We' re seeing an increase in
early applications."
· Murphy said that the increase
can be a result of high school students "getting their ducks in a
row." The large inc rease in applications will probably level out over
time, he said, but the current numbers should re flect a healthy
increase in enrollment.
Based on Columbia's research,
administrators project an overall
enrollment increase of 5.5 percent
for the 2006-2007 academic year,
with a 7. 2 percent increase in freshman enrollment and a 3.7 percent
increase in transfer enrollment,
according to Kelly.
The school's steady growth has
not caused any concerns about

wrote these [songs]," Ang 13
said. "You are going to be
inspired to do something today
because of me. D o you kn ow
why? Because you inspired me."
Both artists focused many of
their songs on the empowerment
of females and calling out the
challenges that they face. Rapper
Psalm One recognized the des·ire
for many artists to attain success
by whatever means necessary.
"Everybody has their breaking
point, they have their line that
they won't c ross," Psalm One
s~.id. S he explained that when
there is money a nd fame
involved many people change,
compromising their ethics and
over-crowding, Kelly said.
"We are taking steps to look at
all that so we manage growth
[without] negatively impacting
quality,'' he said . "There is more of
a sense of community amongst students and more individual attention
now than ten years ago. Bigger
does :JOt necessarily mean less
attention and, at times, it can mean
the opposite."
Columbia is acquiring new facilities and revamping faculty workload issues to deal w ith increased
enrollment, Monroe said.
'The college is taking all the
steps it can to make sure we are
a ble to accommodate the growth as
it happens,'' Monroe said.
Columbia is also attracting more
current college students. Transfer
applications showed a large
increase of 6 1 percent over last
year, up from 488 to 788.
Freshman applications increased
36 percent, from I ,893 to 2,576.
When separated into racial
demographics, a ll categories also
showed an increase. · Although
minority enrollment, especially
among African-Americans, has
been fa lling, applications are on
the rise. Applications for AfricanAmericans increased 37 percent.
from 3 15 to 432. The group,
however, stili only represents 12.6
percent of overall applications.
Adm inistrators said that the
school has been agb'Tessively trying
to inc rease minority enrollment
over the past few years. They hope
the strong increase in applications
will result in a n increase in minority enrollment.
"One would assume since we are
getting more (minority] applications, we will get more enrollment," Silk said. "So [the numbers] bode well for that."
T 1t most drast ic increase in
any racia l category came from
the Asian/ Pacific Islander group.
Applications increased 81 percent, from 57 to 103, making up
3 percent of total applications.
The most applications came
from white non-Hispanics with
2,308, making up 67.6 percent of
the total, and increased 36 percent
over last year from I ,696.
All departments at Columbia
showed a rise in applications over
this time last year, except for one.
The Dance Department showed a
decrease of 4 percent, with applications dropping from 99 to 95.
Cultural Studies s howed the
largest increase at 200 percent.
The department, however, still only
represented ha lf of I percent of
overall applications.
Film and Video received the
most applicants. It had a 38 percent increase over last year, bringing total applications this year to
659, representing 19.3 percent of
overall applications. Second in
overall applications was Art and
Design with 574, representing
16.8 percent. It had an increase of
41 percent over last year.

morals. She said that no matter
how s mall the fame , artists must
do a lot of thinking about what
they are willing to compromise.
According to Psalm One, this
theory present s issues with
female s especially when it
comes to working in the entertainmer.t industry.
"You have to work twice as hard
as a woman anyway, because
there's always somebody [else],''
Psalm One said. "You say, 'No . I
won't do that. My standards and
my morals are too high. ' B~1t
there ·s a girl right next to you that
says, 'I'll do it- tor cheaper."'
T he
discussion
between
Shonekan, the artists and audience members that followed the
performances dove deep into the
issues o f women and sexuality in
the entertainment industry.
Ang l 3 noted that women who
make the c ho ices to expose
themselves
a re
obviously
allowed to do so. T he innocent
women who are keeping to
themse lves become unfairly categorized and stereotyped by othe rs, she said.
Though these issues are difficult
to tackle on a globa l scale,
"Women in Hip-Hop" aimed to
give viewers insight to the challenges brought out by females in
the industry, and those brought
upon them.
"All day on the radio and on
the videos you see money, cars,
clothes and fema les playing the
role of a ho," said Brian Lucas, a
j unio r recording major, informally known as "Chi." "l don't
have any children, but if I project and I th ink about how I want
to raise my daughter, I want to
raise [her] to be independent,
sel f-suffi cient. When it comes
down to it, we're not giving the

Rapper Ang13 and X-Ray perform for the audience at the
HotHouse. 31 E. Balbo Ave., on Feb 23. Ang13 later took
part in a discussion with the guests.
children the chance to know anything d iffe rent."
Both artists like to separate their
work from that of mainstream rappers on the radio and in music
videos. Psalm One noted the
importance of distinguishing the
two in order to avoid the negative
connotation often carried with popular rap songs.
"l need to just keep doing
what I'm doing, which is make
good music and make music that
I can sleep well at night knowing
that I did- and I can sleep well
at n ight when I'm 75 or 80 years
old," Psalm One said.
Since the work of these artists is
underground, it tends to be very
socially conscious, Shonekan said,

adding that this awareness is something that often gets left out of
mainstream work.
"Pop music ensures that what
gets out there is the fluffY stuff that
doesn't have much depth,"
Shonekan said. " I think that more
and more institutions are realizing
that we need to address this and not
just have people who study it academically, but actually have people
who practice it, who consume it,
who create it."
Recognizing her duty as an
a r tist to attempt this social
change, Ang 13 said she hopes
that she can make a di fference
through ner songs.
"Let me show you someth ing
to actually do as [I] show you

GO FROM
HIGH SCHOOL
TO FLIGHT SCHOOL
*

* * *

With just a high school diploma, you can apply
to the Warrant Officer Flight Training program
and learn to fly Apa che, Bl ack Hawk or Kiowa
Warrior helicopters in the U.S. Army.
> > If you're 19-28 years old, call Sgt. 1st

Class Kelly Brown at 877-333-6144 to find
out how you qualify to fly as AN ARMY OF
ONE.
> > Or talk to a Recruiter at the

Pulaski recruiting station
5160 S. Pulaski in
Unit 114.
Monday- Friday,

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Open Sal by apj>.:;tltment only

aoarmy.c011 02001. P•id "'t~w tht u.s. ~m,. All•i&Ms l'tM!Md.

II
(lilf'I:!Wi]
ANAJIJ/ftlflll:
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The Liberal Education Department

Study Abroad Summer Semester 2006 at
The Kukulcan Educational Spanish Community

Cuernavaca, Mex1co

4 'Neek Session, July1·31

Eam 4 credit hours in either
Elementary Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
Advanced Spanish or
MexiCan Arts and Culture (taught in English)

at

A

All tuition, books and language courses taught by native speakers

For further informatiOn contact:

Cultural workshops: dancing, cooking, bark painting, music, traditional medicine

RoseAnna Mueller

Weekend excursions to Mexico Oty, Taxco, Teotihuacan, Tepotzlan and Xochicalco
$1975.00 Includes

Weekday excursions to Cortes' Palace, the Robert Brady Museum, Borda Garden
and the Ethno· Botanic Museum

rmueller@<:Oium.edu, (312) 344·7532
Oscar Valdez

ovaldez@colum.edu, (312} 344·7690

Home stays with three meals daily and transportation to school
Transfers between Mexico Oty Airport and Cuernavaca

Informational Meeting
Tuesday, February 21 Room 1303 at 12pm

Roundtrip ($436) airfare is not included

Monday, March 6 Room 1304 at lpm

A $900.00 deposit is required by May 5, 2006

Wednesday, April 12 Room 1303 at 12pm

$1,075 is due by June 16, 2006

:J)id you get a job yet?
Come to the Student Employment Office to look for a job.
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Columbia's President

Dr.

arric Carter

State olthe
College
Address
1lSii

CIIJI~S'I,If)NS ••• C)I~'I, ilNSl\'l~llS

FREE FOOD!
. ·
MARCH 8, 2006
Ferguson Theatre

600 S. Michigan
1:00PM- 2:00PM
Hosted bv:
Student Government Association
One Student, One Voice, One SGA
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Columbia' s last 'Dance'
o lumbia prides itself
on cultural d iversity,
but for the first time in
I 5 years. a staple of AfricanA m e r ica n p rograms a t
Columbia, DanceA fri ca, will
not take place. While an indepth stu dy is bei ng conducted, the festival has been
put into a deep sleep for reasons undisclosed as of yet,
and this decision breeds serious quest ions.
As we patiently wait for
results, we feel that in the
meantime the administration
needs to concentrate on two
items: re-evaluating programs such as Dance Africa,
a nd conce n trat i ng o n
increasing diversity.
The Jack of answers leads
all of us to question the
administration. Is the overhau l due to Joss of the program's crea ti ve juices? Is
there a Jack of interest in the
subject matter? Or does the
decision deal with moneypossibly tu it ion dollarsbe ing ill spent?
But re-evaluati ng p rograms s uch as DanceAfrica
(which gets its fund ing from
grants, sponsorships, ticket

C

sales and .C olumbia's budget), is necessary for the co llege to function smoothly.
Columbia 's ad m in istration
should regularly evaluate its
programs with the intention
of mak ing them better and
more tailored for the college
com munity.
It 's crucial to remember
that anyth ing funded by students' money should be subject to scrutiny. no mat1er
how politically cor rect it
see ms . Even tho u g h
DanceAfrica was a staple of
African-American programs
on campus , that itself
s hou ldn 't exempt it from
being re-eva luated.
And Colum bia's valued
d iversity is already in jeopardy with African-American
student enrol lment decl in ing. Instead of just abandoning a program that celebrated
African heritage, the college
s ho uld create one w hi ch
African-American students
will more active ly participate in. This wou ld benefit
everyone and wou ld he lp
encourage students to actually partake in more ethnically
diverse campus activities.
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BACK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

This participation was not
the case with DanceA frica.
Rarely, in fact, if ever, has
the program featured the
works of Colu mbia d ance
students. Even if they were
members of the companies
putting on a s how, they
weren ' t perform in g as a
product of t h e co ll ege's
Dance department.
It 's time for the administration to conduct an extensive audit of the growing
number of programs that
come out of our centers and
other programs on campus,
especially those funded by
hard-earned tuition dollars or
even federa l tax mo ney.
Restructuring existing programs in order to directly
benefit students' educat ional, cultural and spiritual aspirations s hould be a top priority.
We respect and cheri sh
diversity, and we fee l that reevaluating DanceAfrica, as
well as any other programs
funded in-part by s tudents, is
a top priority the adm inistration n eeds to face . T he
school's credo is after all, to
create change.

IT'S I'UNNY 1-\0\J E.\11:-~Y S INC.\..E. AVA&
'PUSINESS liMN I'VE. SE.E.N IN A 1'0\...ITIC,A\..
IS OVA\JN \JIT\-\ A I'U\..\.. C.~O\JN !>E.A@
AND 0\11:-IZ.SI:Z:E.D NOSE-S. A\..\.. \JIT\-1 SU!>\\..E.
1""-1'\..IC,ATIONS TO TE.~~O~IS""-. IT'S
JUST A!>SO\..UTE.\..Y 1-\1\..A~IOUS!

Outrage is far fr om an imate d
he ongo i ng after- weighed the pros and cons of
shocks of the political republishing those cartoons
cartoons of Muslim more carefully. Ultimate ly,
Prophet Muhammad pub- while we t<:el it is the published last Sep1ember ha·1e lic 's right io know the truth,
now been felt on lllinois col- republishing the cartoons in
lege campuses. The suspen- the college newspaper did
sion of two ed itors at th e noth ing to shed new light on
University of Ill inois at the current debate between
Urbana-Champaign ' s s tu- two cultures.
dent-Jed paper, the Daily
One thing remains clear:
lllini , for repub li shing the The cartoons were insulting
cartoons on Feb. 9 has sent a to a re ligion . Were some
message to coll ege newspa- rio tous Musli ms r ight in
pers everywhere: think.
their reaction? Violence was
Without a doubt the deci- certain ly unnecessary, but
sion to republish was based those Muslims were undermore on shock value than a standably outraged.
Satire is a double-edged
statement about freedom of
the press and the importance sword ; it's a blade that has
of what is news. According the power to point sharply at
to a Daiiy lllini Feb. I 3 staff · what wrongs need to be coreditorial, this " unfortunate rected in the world. but it
s ituation wa s in itia t ed also has the power to hurt
because of the callo us brava- and anger. In the Mus lim
do of a renegade editor-in- relig ion , any depictio ns of
chief."
the prophet Muhammad arc
Most major U.S. newspa- strictly forbidden.
pers chose not to publish the
But religion is a sensitive
cartoons, making the deci- issue no matter what re ligion
sion for college newspaper art attacks or s a t ir izes .
editors that much more cru- When the movie Doxma
cial in opening up the debate carne o ut- a film about a
of what i.; appropriate and couple o f angels trying to
nece~sary in the quest for the
get back into heaven aficr
truth . In addition, we ~ ho~Jd being bani s hed certain
not ignore the duty of pro- Christian groups ca lled it
vi diug for a health y d b- heresy, even though the
cou rse about the differences actual movie was s upposed
l>etwecn the Mu ~l im and to be a humorous Jesson on
C hri ~tian cultures.
ChriMianit y.
heedom uf the press docs
i\nd whatever pos t-CJ/1 I
g uarantee the freedom to he relations the Wes t might
reckle ss. i\nd while that have with the M uslim comdoes n' t make it the ri 11ht muni ty, there certainly is
choi ce , the eci !tors at •he nothin g humorou s about
Daily fll ini 1hou ld have these c artoon ~ .

The Danis h newspaper,
The Jyllands- Posten apologized for its actions, stat ing
that " because of culturally
based mis understandings,"
the publishing of the cartoons were "interpreted as a
campaign against Muslims
in Denmark and the rest of
the world.''
But there is no need for
this sort of thi ng to happen
i n t h e Weste rn wor l d .
Alienating the people we are
trying to communicate with
is not the way to faci litate a
discourse between the two
cultures.
A better way, for example.
wou ld be The Northern Star.
Northern
Ill inoi s
University's student paper,
publis hed all 12 cartoons,
with a front-page editorial
expla ining the reasons. as
well as artidcs and student
reaction. along with a column from a Muslim student
leader. without much public
o utcry.
In short. the Northern Star
prov ided a forum for discussion that the Dai ly Jllin i did
not. i\nd talk about tolerance
cannot be on ly aimed at the
Musli m world as we mus t
also Jearn to he tolerant and
respectful. Whe n thought is
given to th is issue, tact and
intelligence shou ld be used
in brining the issue to the
forefront.
C laims of freedom of the
press arc tms ubslllutiated if'
the press doesn' t let the puhlic do wha t it s h ou ld do :
think .
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The 'Brokeback' Backlash
By Derek Strum

Commentary Editor
In their di scussion of this year's

Academy Awards best picture race,
both C ho cago-area film critics
Roger Eben and Richard Roeper
agreed on thei r national!~ s~nd o cat
~d televisoon sho"
that Cr{/\h
wvu ld end up wonning the pnz~ on
March 5. Ebeo1 selected the Paul
Haggis fi lm as the best of2005 and
tC'Id Roeper it w"s ·'the picture that
wi ll win and the pictuce that should
win," with Roeper replying that
Crash would pu!l off " what won 't
even be an upset "
Those were two of !he many
voices on the echo effect of claims
that Ang Le~ 's !Jrol:eback Mountain
has suddenly lost its edge.
Viewing a "gay cowboy" fi lm
like /Jrokeback, after all, is perilous
business nowadays. Or at least
that's the belief that's been hammered home by conservative talking heads ever since the Western
took the top prize at the Venice Fi lm
Festival last September.
Last year, it was supposedly Cl int
Eastwood who was trying 10 brainwash us with his unabashedly- and
this may be a plot-spoi ler for the
few who haven't heard about the
phony controversy surrounding last
year's best picture wironer-"proeuthanasia" film, Million Dollar
!Jaby. The controversial decision
made in that film was intensely real
and moving. II was also completely
understandable and easy to sympathize with the character 's actions,
though we all hoped we'd never
find ourselves in that position.
You could probably say I had a
similar line of thinking th is year
·when Heath Ledger and Jake
Gyllenhaal found themselves physically expressing withheld emotions
in a pup tent on a cold evening. ln
Brokeback, homosexua lity isn't
presented as an ideal by any means;
rather, it carries a tragic level of
secrecy that hits its audience with
all the subtlety of being struck
across the face with a lead pipe.
And because homophobia is
served alongside-if not an essenti a l ingredient in- Ameri ca's

"apple pie," it 's hardly surprising
just how flustered some right-wing
pundits got when !Jrokeback began
a solid march towards being awarded an Oscar. Worse yet. multitudes
of people world" ide were going to
\CC it.
In his t)picall) "arpcd 'ie" of
real it). Bill o· Rei II~ '>aid on his
Dec. 14 radio broadcast that "the
media is pushing th is like crazy,''
adding, ''Why? Because they want
to mainstream homosexual conduct. That's the goal."
But you could argue /Jrokeback
might have the exact opposite
effect. If anything, the fil m ponrays
same-sex romance as onl) leading

9, Fox News host John Gibson
implied he· d rather watch the scene
involving fingernails being pulled
out in Svrtana than see "Heath and
Jake enamorada.''
O ne of the reasons that
Brokehack has been so succe"ful
(it scored the highest per-;crccn
average of an~ film ever released.
S I09,000. " hen ll opened on five
citic> last December) is for the iconic American image represented b)
its main characters: the cowboy.
You know, Clint Eastwood. And it
ultimately ended up doing what I
long assumed was impossible: It
made a cast member of "Dawson 's
Creek" an Oscar nominee.

chances improve because of the
relentless assault on an "agenda

film ... The

awkward! ~

aggressive

and frequent stabs at BrokehacJ..
during the past couple of months
have helped create the notion that
Academ' \Oters cast ballot> on\\ to
tr) and ;cconstmct the se\uaht~ of •
thc.: American audience

Radio host Janet Parshall told
CNN's Lam King that \\e \\ Crc
witness ing tl;e .. hot;10ScxualiLi ng of

America." Over on MSNBC. Chris
Matthews joked around as a call-in
guest on Don lmus· " hnus in the
Morning:· citing ·'the wonderful

Michael Savage" and his clever title
o f ·'Bareback Mounting:· Not to be

outdone, lmus replied that his executive producer calls the film

A&E Editor
A feminist, according to stereotypes, is a strong-wi lled, stubborn,
hairy, masculin e woman. A fem inost is an annoying person, and no
one wants to be considered an
anno) ing person-or more specifically, an ugly, annoying woman. A
fem inist just bitches about th e
unfairness of it all and how the
man- literally-is keeping women
down. Very few people nowadays
refer to themselves as feminists.
It 's not a titl e ~ woman identifies
as, like a professor or an env ironmental activist. Those jobs actually
do something. What is a feminist,
really, then? Most oi them don' t
physically do anything to create
equality for all women. Most people would say feminists bitch,
watch their armpit hair grow or
make snarky comments toward any

4
Numh..:r of' ..:ar::. in ja il
a hie\ d e couriei· in
-Colomb ia was
sentenc ed to on Feb.
24 for grabbing the
backs ide or a female
pedestrian. The j udge
ruled the courier had
com m i\\ed an abusive
sexua l act.

" Fudgepack Mountain.''
Crash has been referred to as the

KRT

to devastating heanbreak. The
movie should be championed by the
right as the consequence of sinful
behavior- if you believe finding
true love, albeit with another dude,
constitutes a bad thing.
I' ll admit to being tentative about
seeing /Jrokeback too. When I was
invited to see the movie the weekend of the NFL's conference championships, I figured the movie Fox
News host Cal Thomas referred to
as a "wet kiss .. . to the gay community" could wait.
And watch ing playoff football
doesn '! make as many people
squirm as the thought of watching a
romance develop between two men.
By seeing a movie involving a "gay
re lationship'· (though the truth is
that there actually isn't one), you
are, by default, gay as well. On Dec.

But Michelle Williams' nomination was just as rich ly deserved as
Ledger's or Gyllenhaal's. The perfonnances, though, are apparently
disguisi ng a dark, ulterior motive.
MSNBC's Tucker Carlson- without having seen the fi lm- pointed
out, " I am merely saying it is used
by people with a political agendain this case, its own director- to
make a political point."
The only point, I think, is that the
director of The Hulk made a hit.
Regarding the ensuing best picture race, Time's critic Richard
Corliss even said last month, "No
film is even second."
But the Brokeback backlash has
been nastier than past Academy
Award campaigns, mostly because
it's not the studios that are playing
diny. Rather, Crash has seen its

·'surprise upset" so often now that
should it win this Sunday night. it
will ultimately feel like neither.
There are a lot of left-lea ning
celebrities in Los Angeles, but the
Academy Award doesn' t get
pimped out for an ''agenda." That's
because the only agenda a movie
has is to make money- maybe a
sequel. Occasionally, there might
even be a "message ..,
And consider what the message
of Sir ian McKellen-one of the
highest-profile, openly gay actorswas to the audience at the Berlin
Film Festival upon receiving a lifetime achievement award: "The film
industry is very old-fashioned in
California. It is very, very, very difficult for an American actor who
wants a film career to be open about
his sexuality. And even more difficult for a woman if she 's a lesbian.
It's very distressing to me that that
should be the case."
/Jrokeback is still unbeatable. It's
a $ 14 million movie some bel ieved
to be unmarketable and could ultimately break $ 100 million at the
box office with a win. But the gay
sex isn't why it will still win an
Oscar on Sunday, the other twoplus hours of the movie and the
financial success wi ll. And the
film 's loudest critics will still have
something to complain about on
Monday.

Learning from Lilith about being fair
By Tiffany Breyne

Roamin'
Numerals

male within earshot. And really,
while that may not be my personal
opinion, I don't blame them for
making that assumption.
That 's why I think it's tim e for a
change. The feminist movement
needs a makeover- and it needs it
now. By definition, a feminist is a
person, male or female, who fights
for equal rights-not only among
women, but among men. It makes
no sense that a movement with
such a great goal would be called
feminism or would conjure images
of m o!~ -bas hin g.
Wh::1l it needs is a new title, a
new image, a new stance. It needs
to become equalism, something
both genders could strive for.
Equalists are people who have their
heans in the right spot, and their
views don't judge any individuals
just becau se of the ir gender.
Feminists want equality for all , but
they j ust aren' t gening their mes-
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part, tl>e views of college admorostrato<S,
faculty Of students

All text, photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
wmt.n pennission.

sage across the way they used to.
The feminist movement staned
in the 1800s, but was really kicked
up a notch during the 20th century
with protests and strong women at
the forefront; it was revolut ionary.
Many generations before ours took
a stand for their rights, and it's possible that without that son of revolution, women would still be doing
the mundane jobs of putting food
on the table and folding the laundry, which is fi ne for some, but
definitely not for all. Today's society wouldn't be filled with sexy,
outspoken women if people didn't
realize that soc iety didn't have to
be the way it was. After all, women
are most often considered society's
underdogs. Maybe our social system could have taken a cue from
Lilith, the mythical first wife of
Adam.
Lilith. as myth goes, was born
out of the dust just as Adam was,
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Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
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of the writer and are not the opinklns of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chico go.

and therefore demanded equality
between them. Adam, unfonunately, didn 't agree with that idea. And
when it came to having sex, Lilith
decided that laying on her back fo r
a man was too submi ss ive, so she
ran away. When Adam sent three
angels looking for her, Lilith not
only cursed the angels, but said
that from that point on, she was
going to prey on little children and
have sex with men to produce
demonic bab) boys. Talk about a
femi nist.
The times they are a-changin '
though, and if a person wants to
fight for or si mp ly bel ieves in
equal rights for men and women.
then he or she should be called an
equalist. Right now, it's not really a
word. A few years down the road,
though, the possibil ities are endless. Feminism is a stereotype of
the past. Equal ism is a fight for all
people, present and future.
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$133 million
Amount. in U.S. currency, being s pent by
Touri sm Australia on a
new adverti sing campaign launched Feb. 23
that asks, " Where the
bloody he ll are you? "

5
Number of days 16year-old Jamal Wooten
was sus pended from
Portage High School in
Indiana for us ing foul
la nguage. As puni shme nt, his fam ily made
him s tand on a street
corner fo r fou r hours on
Feb. 22, ho lding a sign
explaining w hy. The
fami ly said it got the
idea from a reality
TV show.

Choice Cuts

''

·~The first house I buy
will be the one with the
blue roof on it that says
' I HOP."'

University ofTexas football player Mi chael Huff
comm enting in his Feb.
22 Draft Diary entry for
SportingNews.com on
what he will buy w ith
his first professional
paycheck. The strong
safety is conside red one
of the top prospects in
the 2006 NFL draft.
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Science more than just name alone
1 an1 a recent graduate who had the privilege of both working for and attending
Columbia. l have spent my sophomore, j unior and senior years employed at the
Science Institute as a teaching assistant and
science tutor involved in Science Institute
c lass es and the National Sc ience
Foundation community and teacher outreach programs.
I am writing to respond to the editorial
("Back together once again," Feb. 13) and
to pro tes t the decis ion of the Columbia
admi n istratio n to merge the Scie nce
Institute w ith the Science and Math
Department. I also believe l could possibly
provide some insight.
First, l would like to correct your po int
about the lack o f student benefits provided
by the Institute. l can attest that there was
and still is an abundance o f lectures, works hops and otherwis~ unique resources
o ffered to s tudents attending classes in the
Science Institute. This is a department that
does not s hy away from innovatio n, creativity and diversi ty, the very things that
Columbia itself claims to s tand for.
So what is the problem? Is the college
suffering from an identity crisis? The decision to merge the two departments w ith diametrically opposed teaching philosophies
and curriculum content, and o ffering reasons as ludicrous as that students are not
able to te ll classes apart, is like merging
Columbia College Chicago with Columbia
University because their names overlap.
Furthermore, the Science Institute is all
about teaching sctence through art and harnessing the creativity o f the student to effectively communicate scientific concepts and
ideas. Science visualiza tio n- the term
behind this idea- was fi rst concetved by the
head of the Institute , Zafra Lerman, Ph.D .
Z.a fra who? You know, Lerman- the g lob al
science education s uperstar, the rec ipient o f
numerous science awards and grants, the
tough uncompro mising woman scientist

,--
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!ems, and that is why I am speaking up.
And, to be completely fair to the seemingly
faceless beast that is Columbia's administration, all big businesses worry more about
numbers and dollar signs than the people
who utilize their services. Enron is a perfect
example.

- Andy Breen
Sophomore
Cultural Studies
Aiding in ternational studen ts

and human rights leader. This is the kind o f Is it just 'business' at Columbia?
education p ioneer Columbia adminis tration
should nurture and promo te, right? Wrong.
I 've co m e t o th e re ali z ation that
Ins tead, the administration is being reckless Columbia cares less about its students gradand foolish in doling out yet another prema- uating on time w ith a working knowledge o f
ture decision that w ill , without a doubt, hurt ' their respective fields than keeping them
Columbia students. Take away the Science here for five and six years. After all, it is a
Ins titute, and you are left with the traditio n- huge corporation that relies on tuition to
al Math and Science Department supported gorge itself, and I guess I can respect that
by a sprawling bureaucracy that is cons is- total disregard for students' bank accounts
tent only in the triviality of its ill-guided due to the fact that Columbia is a "big business" and that is how bus inesses operate: by
pursuits.
I hope th is letter helps our students real- screwing the little man. However, if I can
ize what is at s take here. Lerman can find a help it, l wi ll graduate on time, and that is
home for her Institute w ithin the walls o f why I am taking summer school (but not at
any prestigious institution o f higher learn- Columbia).
Columbia needs to focus less on its race
ing she desires, taking away millions, yes,
millions o f dollars in programs and grants relations. clandestine raids against its staff,
currently utilized by Columbia and its stu- merging departments because the head is a
den ts. We should not let the administration Jewish female and buying and building new
get away with this one.
buildings. There are so many other internal
fl a ws at this ins titutio n tha t mus t be
- Marija Jel/e addressed. For example, the fact that we the
Alumna students do not have a student trustee on the
board of trus tees (or one with any significant power) or the fact that there ru:e wh ispers of doing away with open enrollment.
l love this school, despite all o f its prob-

B eing an international s tudent at
Columbia has been a great experience so far
for me. l have met so many new people and
have learned so many new things. It is a
wonderful opportunity for students from all
over the world to come here and study
equally with Americans who are fellow students -almost equally. There is one thing
that differs opportunity-w ise for foreign students: They are generally not eligible for
financial aid.
Of course, coming here from different
countries, we are expected to support ourselves using our own recourses. But I have
observed how so many times very bright
international students have had to go back
home without fmi shing their education due
to fi n a n cial difficulties . And while
American students can apply for financial
aid in s ituations like that, we can not. Since
tuition aid will help undocumented students
to get fmancial aid and in-state rates from
now on, why not let other foreign students
have equal opportunity?
I do believe that education should be
available to every student who has desire
and potential to s tudy. And letting foreign
students use financial aid would be a strong
bridge between their dream to get an
American education and the reality o f it.
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Your registration time slots for both Summer and Fall semesters can be obtained in March by going to the
Register for Classes Screen on OASIS (under ex-Enrollment). Follow the instructions to see what your registration times
will be. Time s!0ts are based on the number of cumulative credit hours you have accumulated. E-mails with your Summer
and Fall registration time slots. and other registration information, will also be sent. Registration time slots do not apply to
graduate students. All continuing graduate students register beginning March 13. for the Summer semester, and April 3 for Fa ll.
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follows:
Firstname.Lastnam e
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your f ull e-mail login
Your e-mail password is the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change it). Remember.
changing your password in OASIS does NOT change your e-mail password, and vice versa. If you have
oroblems logging into your e-ma il account, please contact the Student OASIS Help Line at

312-344-7788.

Seniors
Juniors
BA/ Certificate
2
of maJOr

Tuesday, March 14- beginning at 8 am
Tuesday, M a rch 14- beginning at 1 pm

Sophomores

Wednesday, March 15 - beginning at 8 am

Freshmen

Thursd ay, Marc:h 16 - beginning at 8 a m

Qp!ln Registration

Friday, March 17 beginning at 8am

The above time slots Will remain open for summer registration until Tuesday, May 2 3 at Midnight (CST).

Continuing tfegr~eking undergraduate registration begins ~

Monday, Apri l 3

Open Registration , (all students including degree-seeking &students atlarge) begins

Monday, August 7

,_

;.. ..

•.

.:1<

-·

/ ::Juesday. Sept. 5 - Friday, S~pt, 8
The above time slots will remain open for fall registration until Monday, Sept. 11 at Midnight (CST).
Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be in July/ August.
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate in registrati on. Check your OASIS course and fee statement
for your current balance. Ple<tse contact the Student Financia l Services Office at 1-866-705-0200 or e-mail
sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance.

FOR FALL ONLY

•

Check with your major department to determine if faculty advising is required. If so meet with a
faculty advisor before your registration time or as soon as possible. Faculty advising is not required for
Summer registration.
You will be required to update your Emergency Contact
information before you can register. You can also check and update your other addresses.
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Tour aims to push artists into spotlight
Illinois Arts Council
developing plan to
create awareness
By Lily Esquivel
Staff Writer

Mauricio Rubio!The Chronide
Devnm Cieaners' employee Maricuros Garcia continues to work
despite the Brown Line Kedzie statio01 closing for six months.
Owr.er Figo Topal says his business is already down 80 percent.

Plugs:
More CTA station
closings coming
Continued from Back Page

the construction ," Scoughton
said, "but that 's city politics."
Currentl y, the Kedzie and
Roc kwell stations are the only
ones that have been temporarily
shut down. Although these two
stops wi ll be out of commission
for six months, 15 out c f 18 stations will be temporarily dosed at
different juncture s, during the

$530 million Brown Line reconstruction plan, according to the
CTA website. The entire project is
expected to be completed by
August 2007.
As for the number of potential
businesses eligible for receiving
free adverti sing, Gregory said
almost 400 s tores can apply for it.
This reflects the number of affected stores at all 18 Brown Line stations.
Despite the CTA's otTer o f free
advertising, Szara still thinks that
business is going to be rough
while the Kedzie stop is closed.
" I know they've o ffered (the
fre ~ advertis ing] to him ," said
Szara. " But it's gotten a lot
slower."

Now C~ro:pllng appltcat•ons for fall.

Prospective Student

Call now tJ) reserve your pl liCf! 10 an

Information Se11lon:

The Illinois Arts Council is
holding public forums to listen
to recommendations from loca l
art communities to help improve
the arts in Illinois.
The Mexica n Fine Arts
Mu seum , 1852 W. 19th St. ,
hosted a forum where volunteer
speakers spoke on issues including how local artists in Chicago
go unnoticed.
Luis De La Torre, a full-time
painter for eight years, said that
he would like world-class artists
from Illinois to be known.
"The thing that I would like to
see more or less [is for] the.
Illinois Arts Council to be a
vehicle to have galleries," De La
Torre said.
A lot of work by local artists is
being shown by museum institutions and not local community
groups, De La Torre said.
The Illinois Arts Council, created in 1965 by the Illinois
General Assembly, helps develop the arts in Illinois through
financia l and technical assistance.
De La Torre also said that
when he goes to gallery shows
peop le genera lly pay more
attenti on to work from New
York and Los Angeles over
Chicago's.
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"There's a lot of talent here in
the city that rea lly needs to be
focused on," De La Torre said.
He also said he would like the
Illinois Arts Council to create a
program that would let young
artists approach galleries and
show off their work without
being intimidated.
The public listening tour,
which is laking place througho11t
Illinois until April 20, will help
the Illinois Arts Council better
support the artist and art institutions by coming up with a strate-

"There's a lot of talent
h ere in the city that
really n eeds to be
focused on."
- Luis De Le Torre, fulltime painter.
gic plan for 2006 through 20 12.
The council's slrategic plan,
which will help guide the council to create awareness of the
arts in Illinois and help certain
institutions financially, will be
designed through input from the
public.
" Every five years we put
together a strategic plan- it's a
listening session," said Eliud
Hernandez, deputy director of
the Illinois Arts Council. " We
try to put it into context to see
where we can develop our programs."
Hernandez said that the council tries to look for input and the
challenge is to see how it can

respond "proactively."
The council, which is made up
of 2 1 private citizens, will be
holding five sessions in Chicago
communities, as well as eight
more throughout the state to create awareness of the art council's programs. The task force is
a 12-member panel from the
council that will listen to the
audience and be in charge of
creating the strategic plan.
Harper Montgomery, a member o f the council and cha irman
of the task force, said that the
task force wants to listen to what
the public has to say.
" We will use the info to help
determine what the strategic
plan will be for 2006 to 20 12,"
Montgomery said.
Volunteers who signed up to
speak at the forum had a list of
four questions provided by the
panel to answer in fi ve minutes.
Many of the speakers gave the
Illinois Arts Council a list of
what they would like to see for a
specific group or arts community that they were involved with.
Christine Benitez, president of
Lazos Latinos, a Hispanic marketing company, would like for
the Illinois Arts Council to continue to support the Latino arts
community, especially monetarily.
" I think that the arts really
need to be supported financiall y
and have an acceptance and
apprec iati on," Benitez said.
"Give us a bigger piece of the
finan cial pie; give us more
financial resources."
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Faith meets Big Bang
Loyola University
debates evolution,
intelligent design
By Mark Byrne

Staff Writer
When Loyola theo logy pro fessor Aana Marie Vigen's s tudents
started asking questions about
the coex istence of evolutio n and
intelligent design theory, s he set
out to give them some answers.
To offer students a chance to
hear from both s ides, Vigen set
up a panel o f four Loyola faculty members with concentrations
in philosophy, theology, biology
and anthropology. M ore than
300 students s howed up fo r the
discussion on Feb. 2 1, packing
the 2uditorium in the Q uinlan
Life and Science Center, I 050 W.
Sheridan Road, at Loyo la
University Chicago.
The pane lis ts were professors
Paul
Mueller,
philosophy;
Howard Laten, biology; James
Calcagno, an thropology; and
Pauline
Viviano,
theology.
Mue ller s poke fi rst, c uing the
recent work of Wi lli am A.
Dembski, a philosopher who se t
out to determine if intelligent
design was tes tabte. In the
process, Dembski deve loped the
theory o f irreduc ible complex ity.
Mueller explained that life
systems are so complex with
many interacting parts, if one
piece is even removed, then the
life system fa lls apart. The argument essentia lly is that life is too
complex to have forme d from
evolution.

" [Dembski 's] argument is that
[li fe] couldn ' t have evo lved
graduall y. It can't come from
some simpler, precursor system."
Laten offered a counterargument from a biological s tandpoint.
" My ro le on the panel is not to
defend evolutio n," Laten said.
" Evoluti on requires about as
much defending as the s tatement
that the earth revolves around
the sun."
Calcagno followed with a
presentation from an anthropo logist 's point of view. His slide
s how was a collage o f comics
that ridicule those who believe
in intelli gent design, which
cause the audience to erupt in
laughter.
" If we redefine science and
teach intel ligent design as legitimate science, let's teach all the
controversies," Calcagno said.
" Let 's have chemists g ive alchemy an equal time , by law.
Maybe our physicians s hould
stan <caching voodoo."
Viviano concluded the panel
discussion with a more seri ous
presentation ,
c iting
many
so urces from the Pope to
Thomas Aquinas.
"God is not just a convenient
expl anation when we reach the
limits o f o ur present knowledge," Viviano said, qu oting
George V. Coyne, the director of
the Vatican Observatory.
The Vatican Observatory is an
astronomical researc h center
headquartered outside of Ro me.
Another research group is based
in Tucson, Ariz. too.

Rene Edde/The Chronicle

Loyola University faculty members discuss evolution and intelligent design at the Quinlan Life
and Science Center, 1050 W. Sheridan Road . After Loyola students started asking questions
about the two subjects in professor Aana Marie Vigen's class, she set up the panel discussion .
Following the d iscussion, students were allowed to ask questio ns, and man y took ad vantage
of the opportunity.
T hough two classes required
students to attend the di scuss io n
and others o ffered ex tra credit,
Vigen said she believed most
s tudents came because they were
genu inely in terested.
O ne s uch student was Luke
Niebler, a sophomore at Loyola,
who said he wasn ' t getting any
ex tra credit for attending the
discussion
" I'm an ant hropo logy major,

Teach kids ages 9to 16the creative and technical
aspects of video production. Chi's professional
studios are set in a fun, laid-back environment
that inspires creative work.

Produce and edit camper videos
r;ain campers in camera operation,
editing, sound, storyboarding, lighting,
production and spedal effects
Digital equipmentincludes
Canon XL7 and Sony MiniDV

Apply on-line at www.campchi.com, email info@campchi.com
or call847.272.2301 to request an application.
Camp Chi isthe co-ed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago located
in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runsfrom mid June- mid August.

so it's purely academic," Ni ebler
said. He said he enjoyed the discussion as a basic overview o f
the debate.
" It was n't terribly technical or
scientific, but it was a good
introduc tio n," Nieb ler said.
"The quo tes from the Papal
encyc licals were really interesting to have ."
Daniel !vee did attend for a
c lass assignment, but he agreed
with Niebler that it was interesting on an introductory level.
" It was fairly similar to a lot
o f the poi nts we raised in class,"

!vee said.
Vigen said that s he was not
only happy with the impressive
turnout, but the presentatio ns by
the professo rs, w ho s he said
gave ver y subs tanti ve discussions.
As for the con flict between
evolution and intelligent design,
the debate still rages-but a
definiti ve ruling was not what
Vigen was going for.
" I don ' t think we resolved it,"
Vigen said. " I just think we
s tart ed to get them thinking
about it."
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Chicago soup
kitchens serve
working class
AP
When Lisa Koch asked several people
eating at a Chicago soup kitchen to complete a survey, she got a surpri sin g
response: "They asked how long it wou ld
take, because they had to get back to work
after lunch."
A national survey of people eating at
soup kitchens, food banks and shelters
found that 36 percent came from households in which at least one person had a
job. In the Chicago area, it was 39 percent.
"Even though the economy might be
changing, it isn't creating the kinds of jobs
that allow people to make ends meet," said
Koch of the Grea ter Ch icago Food
Depository.
More than 25 million Americans turned
to the nation's largest network of food
banks. soup kitchens and shelters for
meals last year. up 9 percent from 200 I,
says the repo rt by America's Second
Harvest.
Those seeking food included 9 million
children and nearly 3 million senior citizens, the report says.
"The face of hunger doesn't have a particular color, and it doesn't come from 3
particular neighborhood," sa id Erthann
Cousin, executive v1ce president of
America's Second Harvest. "They are your
neighbors; they are working Americans;·
they are senior citizens who have worked
their entire lives; and they are children"
The Chicago Food Depos itory sa id it
interviewed 52,000 people at food banks,
soup kitchens and shelters across the country last year. The network represents about
39,000 hunger-relief organizations, or
about 80 percent of those in the United
States. The vast majority are run locally by
churches and private nonprofit groups.
The s urveys were done before
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita hit the Gulf
Coast in 2005. After the hurri canes,
demand for emergency food assistance
tripled in Gul f Coast states, according to a
separate report by the group.
The new report , being released
Thursday, found that 35 percent of people
seeking food came from househo lds that
received food stamps. Cousin said the
numbers show that the government program, while important, is insufficient.
"The benefits they are receiving are not
enough," Cousin said.
Government reports also show the number of hungry Americans increasing.
A U.S. Department of Agriculture report
released last yea r said 13 .5 million
American households, or nearl y 12 percent, had difficulty providin g enough food
for family members at so me time in 2004.

Marching for their own in Iraq

Allison WllliamsfThe Chronicle
Members of the Assyrian Chaldean Syriac Christian community rally in Federal Plaza , at the northwest corner of
Dearborn and Adams streets, on Feb. 22 to condemn the Iraq war and its effects on the Christian population in
Iraq . They are calling for the United States to set up a safe haven for Christians in Iraq. The group says that
Christians are persecu ted even mo re now than under Saddam Hussein's rule.

aspect of getting legislation passed is find- or not they thought a resolution about the
ing legislators interested in the issue.
war could pass," Katz said. "Unless you
"It 's important to create the scene in do the hard work with the aldermen, you' ll
which leaders can swim," Katz said. " If never get anything passed. Whether
you really want a legislator to take a lead- you're selling a house or a law, peer-toership position, it's important they know peer endorsement and organizing is the
there are other people willing to support most important thing."
them in that position."
Dick Simpson, University of Illinois at
Katz worked with
Chicago p rofessor of
"Unless
you
do
the
hard
the city on passing the
Political Science, said he
work
with
the
alderm
en,
believes more citizens
C hicago
resolution
you
'II
never
get
anything
should take advantage of
calling for troop withpassed-"
drawal fro m Iraq last
the underused exception.
"Usually most ordiSeptember.
- Dick Simpson, University of nances get passed without
"In the case o f the
anti -war resolution, we C hicago professor of Political
the aldermen knowing
knew
Alderman Science and a former alderman anything about them
other than their name,"
[Eugene] Shulter [of
the 47th Ward] and
said Simpson, who is a
Alderwoman [Helen] Shiller [of the 46th former alderman. "Any citizen can introWard] were ardently anti-war. so we sat duce legislation on their own; it can be
down with them and talked about whether done. It won' t pass- but it can be done."

Ordinance:
Citizens able to
lobby for bills
Continued from Back Page
at the next meeting in a brief summary
when all the communications that were
received by the clerk's office are read.
Then it would be passed off to one of the
council's 15 subcommittees fo r a vote at a
later date.
The most recent example of a group
pushing its legislation through city council
was the Chicago Clean Indoor Air
Ordinance, or what is better known as the
smoking ban. The American Cancer
Society contacted Alderman Ed Smith ,
28th
Ward,
andbehalf.
had him introduce the legislation
on its
Marilyn Katz, a registered lobbyist in
Chicago
and president of MK
Communications, a public policy and
media strategy firm , said the most critica l
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Grieving motller calls end to all violence
Cindy Sheehan sheds
anti-war persona;
pushes for 'pro-peace'
By Mark Bryne
Staff Writer

Members of the Evanston community brought a church to maximum capacity on Feb. I 8 when
anti-war mom Cindy Sheehan
signed copies of her new book and
urged the crowd to be "pro-peace,
not anti-war."
More than 400 people s howed up
for the speech at the Lake Street
Church of Evanston, 607 Lake St. ,
which was organized by Michael
McConnell and Marcia Bernsten of
the
North
Shore Anti-War
Coalition.
Bes ides Sheehan, a speech was
also g iven by fellow member of
Gold Star Families for Peace and
Chicago resident Juan Torres.
Politically focused quartet Voices
and Roberta Thomas, an acclaimed
gospel singer both gave mus icial
perfonnances.

Wi-Fi:
Internet lands
in terminals
Continued from Back Page
be equipped until the fall of 2007."
However,
Chicago-based
Boeing, the world 's largest manufacturer of commerc ial and military
aircraft, has already equipped some
airlines with Internet serv ices.
Boeing introd uced Connex ion
by Boeing in 2004, an Internet
service curre ntly availab le through
I 0 airline companies, which is fed
by satellites. Boeing's system is
s imilar to Verizon's proposed
ground syste m with servers and
external antennas, but it communicates though a network of satellites.
" No matter where you' re traveling in the world, whether over
water or land, you're ab le to stay
connected," said Marc Birtel,
spokesman for Connexion.
Passengers us ing Conne x•on pay
for the service, $9.95 for an hour or
$26.95 for a 24-hour period, Birtel
said. Boeing bills the customer
through a portal page that appears

The crowd, which was predominately senior citizens had no shortage of enthus iasm right from the
beginning. Guests entered the
church to the music of Peter Beck
on acoustic guitar, who encouraged
the growing crowd to sing along to
songs like "Blowin' In The Wind"
and " Where Have · All The
Cowboys Gone?''
As Sheehan and Torres entered,
the crowd erupted into a standing
ovation and held up peace s igns,
which they d id throughout the
evening.
Shee han has been a vocal opponent of the war in Iraq since her
son, Casey, died in Baghdad on
Aprii · 4, 2004. After his death,
Sheehan and a few others with similar losses founded Gold Star
Families for Peace, a group for
those whose family members were
killed in action.
Her notoriety grew exponentially
after she set up camp for four
weeks outside of President Bush's
ranch in C rawford, Texas, in
August 2005 in an attempt to get
the president to speak with her.
when passengers sign onto the
Internet. The revenue is then shared
between Boeing and connection.
Birtel said only foreign airline
companies have implemented the
service because the economic conditions of American companies
have put a hold on airlines adding
passenger features.
"They are extremely interested
in this system , a nd they have
remai ned engaged from a technical
standpoint," Binel said. "They just
haven't begun to offer the service
because there is an investment
that's required."
Lufthansa Airlines, a Gernlanbased airline w ith daily flig hts
from O' Hare to Munich and
Frankfort , was the first airline in
the world to use the Conn ex ion
service, said Jen nifer Urbaniak,
communication s manager for
Lufthansa.
Luft hansa first used Connexion
in 2004 on a fli ght between Los
Ange les and Munich, and now
more than half of its fleet of 85
plan~ 's eq uipped, Urbaniak said.
" It 's been extremely positive and
we have a lot of usage," Urban iak
said. " We' re fairly confident that
this is what our passengers want.
They want to stay connected. "

Marcia Bernsten used one of
Sheehan's quotes when explaining
why she was motivated to get her to
come speak.
" It's important to get the word
out, no matter how we can do it,"
Bernsten said. "As [Sheehan] said,
' If we all do one more thing, we'll
help the tide tum."'
Torres spoke first, giving a passionate account of his move from
Argentina to America, which he
thought would be a safer place to
raise his son.
'"Don't worry daddy, I' II be in
the [Army] Reserve,"' Torres
recalled his son saying to him. Juan
Torres Jr. was killed in Afghanistan
on July 12, 2004. Torres carried an
enlarged picture of his son, which
he raised up at points during the
speech to put a face on the human
loss.
"We pay taxes to kill my son,"
Torres said from behind the picture.
Sheehan also held up a picture of
her son.
" I have always carried this picture of Casey with me because I
don 't want anyone to look at me

without seeing Casey," Sheehan
said. " And I don't want anyone to
look at Casey without seeing the
almost 2,300 other young, brave
Americans who have been victimized by this war."
The phrase "preaching to the
choir" was noted by Sheehan about
the media's perception of her, and
she certainly held the validity of the
claim at Lake Street Church.
Besides the crowd's overwhelmingly positive response, fliers and
buttons w ith like-m inded messages
made their way around the audience.
A pew full of men and women
sat with large green signs attached
to their shirts that read, " Want More
Info, Ask Me!"
One man, who refers to himself
simply as Free, came dressed as
Uncle Sam, complete with a dirty
and worn American flag cape. The
criticism has not gone unnoticed by
Sheehan, but she is adamant that
more can be done.
"I know that I'm preaching to the
choir here," Sheehan said. "And I
know that most of you are singing.

Courtesy Boeing

A man connects to the Internet during a flight through Connexion by Boeing's wireless Internet
servtce, a satellite system introduced in 2004. Connexion is currently the only Wi-Fi system available to atr passengers, but the FCC plans to auction licenses for a ground system this spring.
Wendy Abrams, spokeswomen
for C hi cago's Departm e nt of
Transportation, said passengers are
staying connected on the ground as
well.
Wi-Fi service is available at all
domestic flight passenger areas at

Chicago's O ' Hare Internati onal
Airport. Service is expected to
expand to International Te nninal 5
during the week of Fe b. 27,
Abrams said.
Birtel said more American-based
airlines are expressing interest in

A c hase aro und a table
A 52-year-old man told police he was sitting at
a table at the Harold Washington Library, 400 S.
State St., on Feb. I 8, when a 35-year-o ld man
approached him . The man punched the victim in
the arm and the n proceeded to c hase him around
the library table. The offender was held by library
security until the police arrived. The victim told
po lice that he had scrapes on his ankles due to running around the table, but he refused med ical
attention.

wireless technology as it continues
to spread.
" Passenger demand is going to
continue to grow for this," Birtel
said . " Being connected has become
more meaningfu l in people's

Jives."

Pickpocket
On Fe b. 20, a 20-year-o ld woman told police
that as she was trying to e nter Col um bia 's South
Campus Building, 624 S. Mi chigan Ave., a n
unknown man pre te nded the door was stuc k.
When the woman bumped into the ma n, another
unknown ma n reached into her purse a nd grabbed
her wallet. The woman realized her wall et was
missing I 5 minutes later and called police. The
two me n weren't located. T he woman lost fi ve
credit cards, her U-Pass, Co lum bia ID and $25
cash.

Wh a t's you rs is mine
A 42-year-old man called police on Feb. 20 after
a 38-year-old woman didn' t drop ofT his son and
da ughter at the Harold Washington Library. The
man told police that the woman v io la ted a court
order.
Rape
O n Feb. I 9, a 24-year-old wom an called police
on behalf o f a I 9-year-old woman who said she
was raped in he r apartment building a t 12 I2 S .
Michigan Ave. The offe nder, an I 8-year-o ld man,
was arrested by police and charged with nonaggra vated criminal sexual assault. The offender
will appea r in court .

But I know most of you have room
in your lives to do just something
extra."
Don Zeigler, a regular parishioner of the Lake Street Church
said he was surprised by the
turnout at the event.
" I' m really heartened by the
number of people that are here,"
Zeigler said. " We need young people who will be asking the tough
questions."
He commented that he would
have liked to see more young people at the event because he hopes
that they will be the ones to make a
difference.
The speeches concluded a day of
activism , which started with a rally
at the HotHouse, 3 1 E. Balbo Ave.,
and led into a march down
Michigan Avenue.
Aisha Jean-Baptiste, the activist
daughter of Evanston 2nd Ward
Alderman Lionel Jean-Baptiste,
emceed the speech. She reflected
on the turnout with admiration.
"The anti-war m ovement is definitely alive and well in Evanston,"
Jean-Baptiste said.

Female fig ht
A 19-year-o ld woman and an I 8-year-old

woman got into a heated argument at the
University Center of C hicago, 525 S. State St. , on
Feb. 19. The I 8-year-old pus hed the I 9-year-o ld
several times despite the vict im telling he r to s top.
T he I 9-year-old pushed back, and the I 8-year-old
reta liated with a punch to the victim 's face . T he
I 9-year-old refused medical atte ntion.
Josh CovarrubiasiThe Chrooide

Compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.
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CTA ponies up
Businesses affected by
closures compensated
with free ad space
By Eric Kasang
Assistant City Beat Editor

Rene Edde!The Chronide

Members of Gold Star Families for Peace, Juan Torres and Cindy Sheehan, pause for a moment
before speakmg at the Lake Street Church of Evanston, 607 Lake St. More than 400 people
showed up to hear Torres and Sheehan speak about losing their children in the Iraq War.
See story page 23.

Airborne Wi-Fi lifting off
FCC taking proposals
for in-flight wireless
network concepts
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

As city officials push for a wireless Internet connection throughout
Chicago,
the
Federa l
Communications
Commission
announced a bidding process that
would eventually connect airline
passengers online as well.
On Feb. 2 I, the FCC began an
application process for licensing of
an 800-megahcrtz spectrum, similar to a radio or television frequency, which will be used to provide
connecti on between airplanes and
th e ground. Che lsea Fallon ,
~pokeswoman for the FCC. sa id
the \pectrum would allow pa,scnge" to u ~e the Internet whi le
onboard dome~ti c fli ghts within
the I Jnrtcd State\.

The FCC is now taking proposals rrom communication providers
interested in using the spectrum
and will auction off licenses for the
right to use it on May 10.
"After the auction, it's up to the
license holders to design the [wireJess) network with all the technical
parameters," Fallon said. "The
rules are flexible so the operators
can decide what features and services to offer passengers."
Fallon said a similar spectrum is
currently in use by Vcrizon 's
Airfonc service, a network of telephones embedded in the back of
seats of many airplanes, which just
needs to be reconfigured to allow
the new broadband feature.
James Pi lcher, director of marketing for Verizon 's Airfonc, said
the company has an advantage in
the bidding process because of the
current services it already oilers.
Oflicials at Vcrizon arc developing
new components in the design or
the new ~pectrum, he said .

Design plans call for a wireless
access point inside the aircraft that
would allow passengers with laptops to pick up a connection. A
server would be stored elsewhere
on the plane, and an external antenna would be mounted on the bottom of the aircraft, Pilcher said.
The signal would "shoot" to bay
stations on the ground across the
United States, Canada and Mexico,
Pilcher said. Verizon currently has
the bay systems in place for the
Airfonc system, and it's a matter of
updating the system to allow
broadband access.
There are more than I 40 bay stations on the ground and each covers a 200-m ile radius, so Pilcher
expects the broadband component
to cover roughly the same area.
"We haven't linalizcd anything
yet." l'i khcr said. "But assuming
we're successful Iwith the bidding
process!. the lirst aircrafl wouldn't

Business owner Figo Topal
couldn't decide what to be more
annoyed about: the Chicago
Transit Authority shutting down
two el stops for improvements or
the construction itsel f.
One problem is construction
equipment near is storefront.
"They took up the entire parking spot; they always take up the
west side of the street," said
Topal. "They should [move it
from the west to east curb) one
week to the next."
Topal, who owns Devrim
Cleaners, 4636 N. Rockwell St.,
located just south of the Rockwell
Brown Line stop, is currently
dealing with problems both anticipated and unexpected. Topal's
store is one of many affected by
the Feb. 20 Rockwell and Kedzie
Brown Line closings, and the
CTA is trying to work with such
businesses during the shutdowns.
One such tactic is offering rree
advertising for the duration of the
construction
work.
Sheila
Gregory, the general manager of
public affairs for the CTA,
explained in an e-mail what the
agency plans on doing for the
affected stores.
"Businesses w ithin one block
of CTA Brown Line stations are
being offered ads that will be
placed on Brown Line trains and
bus routes that serve the neighborhoods around the stations,"
Gregory wrote.
Gregory noted that companies
logos and wcbpages will be posted on a CTA managed webpage,
at ctabrownlinc.com. Although
Topal said that he heard about the
advertising program, he thought
that it was a rumor. He did
acknow ledge that
someone
stopped by his store about a
month ago. wrote down his information and Jell without really

saying anything.
"They took the logo of [Devrim
Cleaners], but I didn't hear anything back from them," Topal
said. "They have my e-mail and
my phone [number)."
However, Devrim Cleaners is
one of seven businesses located
off the Rockwell stop that has its
information posted on the Brown
Line website. Twenty-six stores
off the Kedzie el stop are listed on
the same page.
For Anna Szara, though, the
closings are going to be tough for
businesses whose primary consumers come from foot traffic.
Szara, who works at Chicago
Express Cafe, 4645 N. Kedzie
Ave., said that the coffee house
serves a large portion of its customers during the morning and
afternoon rushes.
"Since 7 a.m., I've had only
three customers," Szara said over
the sounds of an el train rumbling
by around 7:30a.m.
Chicago Express Cafe, which
is located just southeast of the
Kedzie stop, had several metered
spots open near its storefront.
Szara, who has been working at
the cafe since last December, said
that her boss was aware of the
CTA's advertising offer.
For Jeff Scoughton, owner of
Merle's Coffee Shoppe, 4642 N.
Francisco Ave., business really
has not jumped because of the
other closings.
"There's a lot more foot traffic
coming by," Scoughton said.
"But we haven't seen a real
increase [in business)."
Scoughton, whose cafe at the
south end of the Francisco el stop,
said that he heard the Francisco
station is going to close in
October. Scoughton alos said that
he's been notified about the
advertising offer.
Still. he noted that the free
advertising is only available for a
business while a particular station
is closed and not during the
whole project.
''It should be for the duration of

See Plugs Page 20

See WI-FI Page 23

DIY ordinances
Any citizen can
~umbit legislation in
<..:hicagfl <..:ity <..:fluncil
f'.t Jarr,.,., Ew•,rt
Assistant City Beat Editor
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